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Preface
This module is a fictional introduction to Network System product manage-

ment. Its purpose is to help prepare someone new to Network Systems product
management for the realities of the job. This module is intended to be read during
the first few weeks on the job.

We intend for the module to convey:

-The nature of the product management job
-The product manager's leadership role
- An overview of the outputs and results produced by product management

during the different phases of a product's life cycle
-Some of the factors affecting the success of product managers and product

planners
- An overview of ways to deal with factors that negatively affect the success

of product managers and product planners.

Please note that this module is an orientation, not skills training. Other modules in
this curriculum provide training for specific skills.

While this module is based on interviews with many product managers and
product planners in Network Systems, the events, products, and characters por-
trayed are fictional. This is to make the module "generic" and specific to no single
business unit within Network Systems. It also is to let the reader concentrate on the
overall nature of the job without becoming involved in the details of real products
and processes.

Please note that circumstances in your organization may differ slightly from the
circumstances portrayed in this module. Example of this are.

=The time it takes to make decisions.
-The level at which certain decisions are made.
-The names by which your organization calls certain procedures or organ-

izational structures.
However, the process - the way in which product is managed - is substantially

the same throughout Network Systems.

Please note also that it is not the goal of the module to stereotype holders of par-
ticular jobs or members of particular AT&T organizations. It is a goal to realistically
portray situations and circumstances encountered by Network Systems product
management personnel.

You may find that certain acronyms are not explained in the context of their use
within the module, especially when they occur during conversation between charac-
ters. At the end of the module is a brief glossary defining the acronyms used in the
module.
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CHAPTER 1: CAROL - APRIL

Carol Lefaber answers the phone on her desk. A voice she's never heard greets her
by name and asks how she is today.

"Tom Johnson," the voice continues, "Southern region account team. We'd sure
like your help in putting together a presentation for Southern Bell next month. We're
pitching the L~ series. That is your line, as I understand?"

It's not quite illhers. Maybe by the end of the week. This is her second day on the
job, and yes, she has some responsibility in the L~ line of products.

How did this person get her name so fast? She asks what Tom Johnson has in
mind.

"Richie Davenport from your group gave us a hand last year with some of the
other L-series products, but he's moved on. He helped organize the session, pro-
vided some good support material, did slides, arranged for a Labs person to come
out and provide their blessings ...• You know, your basic customer presentation."

Carol gets dates, preliminary arrangements, names and numbers. She promises to
find out what she can do and get back to him.

Danny North does product planning for one of the products in the L40 series. As
Carol hangs up from her phone conversation with Tom Johnson, Danny remembers
that someone on the L~ team handled a problem awhile back, a problem similar to
one he faces now. He stalks the L~ area looking for a likely source of information.

"Hi. Got a minute?"
Carol looks up, smiles, and nods at the face in her cubicle entrance. North contin-

ues.
"What happened to Richie Davenport?"
''He transferred to a job in Market Operations. I'm handling some of his responsi-

bilities. "
"Do you know how he came up with his forecasts for the rrco market for the L-

81? I remember that he was able to cross-correlate data from three or four different
sources. I'm wondering if there's a way I could find out what those sources were."

1#Any idea where to start?"
"Maybe he documented the sources in his sales support plan."
Carol offers to check on the plan. She also offers Davenport's current number to

Danny, but he seems more interested in solving the problem locally.
Danny thanks her and leaves, looking for other solutions to other problems.

Carol goes back to work. She starts dealing with a request that's come down the
line for information on competitors for the L-series products. She looks at it for a
while, trying to figure out what resources she's going to need to respond to the
request, and wondering where in the SBU those resources might be. As she consid-
ers the competitive information issue, she gets a phone call from an account rep
asking for a price quote on one of the minor L-series products. Carol checks the price
list she has and provides the information the rep needs.

As she hangs up, Oliver Finney sticks his head into her cubicle and waves a couple



of message slips at her. He is stout and bespectacled. He occupies the adjoining
cubicle. ''Want these? Or have your already reached your limit after a day and a
half?"

"Is it always like this, Ollie?"
"Don't worry, a couple more days like this and you'll know everything about the

job. Learning by doing. You won't have to go through all that stuff Allen gave you."
"Actually, I was kind of hoping that I'd get some time to go through that training

he gave me. At least it would give me more of an idea of what goes on in Network
Systems and within this organization."

''You're a product planner. You're fair game for any task that comes down the line.
That's all you need to know," jokes Ollie.

Carol looks at the training modules on her shelf. "Come on, Ollie. There's a corpo-
rate overview up there that looks useful ... a Labs overview ... and some information
on some of the other Network Systems organizations."

Before Ollie can answer, Carol's phone rings again. "AT&T, Carol Lefaber." Ollie
waves goodbye. She finds herself in conversation with a woman who needs market
share figures for the Southwest region for one of the L-80 products.

Allen Benedict is medium height, slightly graying at the temples. He generally has
a half-smile on his face, as he does now sitting in a chair by Carol's desk.

"Sorry I'm not going to be able to join all of you after work for your 'welcome to
the department.' I'm on my way to Chicago for a meeting tomorrow. How are the
training modules going?" .

'1'm sorry, too - since you were the one that talked me into the job. The modules
- well, if the phone would stop ringing, I'd be making more progress."

"Soundslike you're already getting a feel for what the job is like. Usten, I'll be
back in the office Thursday. See how far you get with the training, and we'll go over
the first orientation modules then. If you have questions, check with Mary - she'll
be able to help. Later I want to plan the rest of the training you'll be taking during
the next few months, okay?"

It sounds okay to her. Allen tells her to have a good time after work with the
group, then leaves for Chicago.

The table is barely large enough for the group of Carol's coworkers that show up
at the Coachhouse after work, but that's okay. Close proximity is the only way
they'll beat the noise level and be able to talk to each other. Carol finds herself
sandwiched between Ross Harding and Mary White, both senior product planners.
Ross works on the L-60 products for Jim Mulvihill. Mary reports to Allen on the L-80
series, as does Carol

"...A BS. in Marketing and an MBA." Carol is explaining her background to the
two of them. "So they put you into Sales Support. How do you like it so far?"

''Real well. I'm looking forward to updating the sales plan for the L-80s. That's my
first priority, it seems to me."

Mary is impressed. "Admirable goal. Those plans don't get formally updated as
often as they should. Sometimes it seems like there's no time to do the job you're
hired for."

Ross allows he'll drink to that.
'1 get the impression that things are a little ... hectic sometimes," Carol suggests.
Ross smiles. "Sometimes! There's a lot of firefighting. And you just joined the
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volunteer fire brigade."
Mary looks at Ross. "It's not that bad. If you're having problems with firefighting,

it's partly your fault. You've got some control over what you get involved in and
what you take a pass on."

"Come on. I'm supposed to take a pass on Allen's request for supporting data for a
product plan? Or on Mulvihill's invitation to prepare some vu-graphs for him?"

"Allen's good about screening stuff that comes down. Mulvihill passes along a lot
of crap just to get it off his desk. Have your tried just waiting to see what would
happen?"

Carol listens and is puzzled. "You mean, not responding to something that comes
down the line 7"

Ross leans back. ''Let's not make the lady jaded. She'll find her own ways of
dealing with the job."

Carol finds herself trying to keep track of three conversations at once. On her left a
debate rages about the best way to succeed in a competitive marketplace. The lean-
and-mean proponents refuse to give in to the deep-pocket proponents who think
that massive organizational resources can take care of almost any marketplace
challenge.

On her right Bob Underman offers Lisa Martin an impressive-sounding, in-depth
analysis of the factors involved in managing a product through its life cycle. He talks
about five phases - concept, justification, realization, growth and maturity, and
decline and discontinuance.

"That's a different way of looking at the product life cycle than I learned in
school," observes Carol. "The scheme I remember is, introduction, growth, maturity,
and decline."

Bob talks about how various crucial AT&:Tplanning documents are associated
with the first two phases in the classification scheme used in the organization, and
how it makes sense to break out the phases separately.

When she can, Carol asks Bob about his job. As it turns out, the product for which
he is responsible is in the realization phase. It is in the final stages of development
and will be ready for manufacturing ramp-up, she hears.

Carol talks to Ollie and finds that his background is engineering, and that he
enjoys interfacing with the Labs and manufacturing engineering folks. Like her, he is
a product planner She finds that Ross works on the L~1, a relatively mature prod-
uct.

Mary has responsibilities for the L-81, also a product in the growth and maturity
phase. She does much of the financial planning for the product.

Another senior product planner, Tony Rizzi, is out of town. His responsibility is
the L-65.

Later on, Ollie leans across the table with an unsolicited analysis. "The problem is
simple," he proclaims. "If we didn't have this overriding concern with making a
profit, we wouldn't have all this pressure to increase sales or reduce costs. Profit
management is a pain. I say, 'back to regulation.'"

Carol sees that Ollie is joking. Mary retorts, "Come on, Ollie. You know how our
environment has changed in the last few years. The whole outlook of the organiza-
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tion has had to change. That's why all we hear from Allen is, 'Does it increase sales?
Does it reduce costs?'"

"Medium term." says Ollie, '1 hear the SBU is on the spot this year for its contribu-
tion to Network Systems." Carol finds out that "contribution" is the SBU's operating
income.

''Heard any numbers?" Ross asks.
"Only rumors," Ollie replies.

Mary has been watching Carol during many of the discussions to see her reaction
to the openness of the group, including the groups willingness to discuss the things
they dislike. Mary is concerned about the impression Carol is getting. ''Don't pay too
much attention to the complaining you hear," Mary says. "It must sound like a
terrible job by now. But these are bright and talented people who wouldn't be
working here if they didn't want to. What you're not hearing about are the things
that keep them coming to work every day - things that aren't as easy to talk about."
Mary thinks for a second. "For example, one rarely sits down after work with one's
coworkers and says, 'Gosh, I loved my job today - the exhilaration of chasing the
sale ... the exuberance of the team effort ... the challenge of doing something that's
going to affect the entire corporation.' You're not going to hear that kind of thing. Do
you know what I mean?"

Carol thinks about it, understands what Mary is saying, and appreciates the
thought.

Ollie asks Mary what she thought of Tony's promotion to department chief for the
L-65. Mary says that Tony did a great job getting the L-65 introduced. '1 hear it's
selling like crazy."

The group toasts Tony in absentia. The group toasts the newcomer Carol. Then the
group toasts itself.

Night dreams. Carol is a cabin attendant on a jumbo jet that taxis down the ex-
pressway from city to city. Passengers stream in and out. All the request lights come
on at once. Other cabin attendants handle their requests, turn off request lights. They
smile at her, help when they can, but around her the lights are still on. Where are we,
someone asks, but she doesn't know. She doesn't know where to find pillows, where
the lavatory is, how to find a special meal. How did I get this job, she wonders.
When do I find out what's going on?

The request lights keep shining at her ...
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CHAPTER 2: BOB LINDERMAN
-APRIL

"Whatdya mean, it's not going to be ready. It has to be ready!"
Bob Linderman is not pleased with the reply he hears over the phone. "Bull! That's

the same excuse you used last time, my friend. I get tired of hearing it at every
product team meeting and in between times as well. I want to know what you can
do to get me those figures."

Bob listens for a few seconds, clenching his fist. "I know you've got other commit-
ments. But I need that cost breakdown you promised ... II

He scowls at the phone, not accepting what he hears.
"Well, all I can say is, see what you can do, okay?" He hangs up.

Ollie is standing in the entranceway to Bob's cubicle. He has overheard the last
part of the conversation.

''Using your milk-and-honey approach to product management, Bob?" Ollie ducks
as a wad of paper sails by him.

''Those guys and their 'other commitments,' their 'resource problems,' their
'schedule conflicts' .... I don't care about their other commitments, Ollie. They sign on
to my team, I expect them to play hard and be there when I need them. None of this
prima donna stuff.""One of these days those guys will figure out who's boss on this
product team," Bob continues. ''You just gotta pound it into 'em with a nine-iron, I
guess."

''I've always been impressed by people who know just when to turn on a display
of temper for a calculated effect. I've been told that it works wonders at the right
time and with the right person." Ollie's voice has the slightest touch of irony in it.

Bob thinks out loud. ''I suppose I could escalate this if I need to. Get a higher-up
involved. I just don't understand what it takes to get these guys' attention."

Ollie asks what the problem is.
"Determining manufacturability. 'We have a feel for these things,'" Bob mimics.
"They do have a unique perspective," Ollie offers. ''They're removed from some of

our day-to-day firefighting. They'll tell you that they're not in such a panic mode as
we are over here."

"You sound like one of them."
Ollie gives up. ''I didn't come over here to engage in pedagogical discussion

concerning the structure of the company and the philosophies of its different organi-
zations." He gets to the point. ''Your line was busy, so Rita asked me to come over
here to see if you are ready to interview Jenny Miller for the product planner slot on
your product. Rita said you knew about it. My opinion is that it would behoove you
to engage in the interview."

Bob looks at his watch. "Oh, yeah. I almost forgot. Sure - bring her over."
''By all means, sir." Ollie leaves.
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"How do I see the product management job?" Bob leans back in his chair. ''Well,
I'll tell you - the PMs are the ones who provide leadership to the rest of the organi-
zation. Ultimately, we're the ones responsible for all of the major aspects of a prod-
uct - its features, cost, price, how it gets manufactured, marketing and sales distri-
bution, everything. I mean, we get help. But basically, we're the ones that make all
the decisions.

Jenny looks impressed. She is neat, precise and controlled, Bob thinks; I'd proba-
bly drive her nuts within a week. Bob continues, "You know the four Ps?"

Jenny nods and recites: ''Product, price, promotion, place."
'That's it And, in a nutshell, that's what product management is all about.

Setting goals and objectives in all of those areas. Then coming up with strategies
and tactics to achieve the goals and objectives. There's nothing we do in product
management that's not marketing oriented in one way or another."

''What kind of challenges do you find in your job," Jenny asks.
"Challenges? All kinds. Dealing with people in so many different groups and

locations - that's a challenge. Keeping everybody moving in the same direction.
Let's see - what else? Understanding the product as well as you can, well enough
so that you can present it to a customer. Travel- that's another challenge."

"Can you tell me what a typical day is like?" Jenny asks.Bob laughs. "No two are
alike. I guess I could tell you about some of the things that go on in a typical week if
you like."

'That would give me an idea of what the job is like," says Jenny.
"To start with, maybe there's a product team meeting. That's the operating group

that's responsible for planning and implementing decisions about a product. In my
case, we're concerned mostly with development issues, 'cause that's where the
product is right now.

"I'm also in the middle of developing plans for sales, sales support, documenta-
tion, and a bunch of other areas concerning the product That's one of the things I'm
going to need help with from the new staff member."

Jenny nods. Bob goes on.
'1 also deal with requests from Allen, my boss. You'll meet him later. Then there

are calls from account reps, from people in other organizations we deal with, formal
and informal meetings ...• I keep busy enough to suit myself."

''What do you like best about the job?,' Jenny asks.
'1like the fact that the success or failure of the product is my job - that I have

bottom line responsibility. That if I make the right decisions, the company makes
more money - and that if I make a wrong decision, it's going to affect people's
jobs."

"Don't you find that a bit ... heavy?" asks Jenny.
"It makes my job interesting," replies Bob.
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"What do you like least?" Jenny continues. 'Well- this job is a lot different from
jobs I've had in manufacturing or engineering. When I was in manufacturing and I
said 'jump,' everyone jumped. To be honest with you, it's kind of frustrating to me
that as a product manager I don't have direct authority over the people whose help I
need to get my job done right."

Bob considers and continues. ''Don't tell anyone I said that."

After Jenny leaves Bob realizes he spent most of the time talking and didn't really
get much of an impression of what she was looking for or how she might fit into the
SBU. Oh well, he thinks - we'll let Allen decide. He goes back to work.

Saturday afternoon. Bob is in the rough, impatiently trying to find his golf ball. He
hacks around savagely in the tall grass off the fairway. He is thinking, I have no
control over the ball, I can't see the hole, and I have no idea how to get to there from
here - this must be product management Bob gives up, takes a penalty stroke,
drops another ball on the fairway, swings the dub, and moves on.



CHAPTER 3: ALLEN BENEDICT
-APRIL

Allen Benedict is in discussion with Carol on her progress on the training modules
she's been taking. During her first few weeks on the job, they had laid out a training
plan for Carol based on her experience and what she knew about AT&T and Net-
work Systems.

After the discussion of training, Allen asks how the work on the sales plan for the
L-81 is going. Carol is working on that, with help from Mary White, a senior product
planner in Carol's group. Carol replies that she is beginning to pull the pieces
together and that she'd like to go over a draft of the plan with Allen in about a week.

Later Allen goes to find Bob Underman to talk about the L.as. He stops at the
entrance to Bob's cubicle, looking at Bob's SuperBowl poster, a framed picture of
Bob playing Pebble Beach, and a photo of a red Corvette.

"Bob - got a second?" Bob looks up as Allen speaks.
"I just wanted to check with you on a couple things."
"Sure. What's up?" Bob asks his boss.
Allen sits down in a chair by Bob's desk. '1 got your minutes of the product team

meeting. Tell me a little bit more about the product trial.""We're talking to illinois
Bell," Bob says. ''They're real interested. They like what we've told them. They want
the R-DEN enhancement for higher capacity traffic loads."

"That was something we talked about a few months ago. What's the impact on our
costs if we add that feature?"

Bob pulls out a sheet of paper from a folder on his desk. "We're talking maybe a
ten percent boost in our standard costs."

"Is reliability still an issue with the R-DEN?"
'We're working on it," Bob says. ''The Labs and manufacturing engineering are

both spending some time on it this month. We'll be talking about that at the next
meeting."

"Sounds good. Thanks for the information. Keep me posted." Allen gets up to
leave. "How was your interview with Jenny Miller?"

"Good. Want to talk about it later?"
''Let's do that. I'm seeing her in a little while. Jim Mulvihill is talking to her now.

On paper she has some good credentials. Talk to you later."
Allen goes back to his office.

"Sit down," Allen tells the interviewee. "Coffee? Or have Jim Mulvihill and Bob
already coffeed you out?"

'1'm fine, thanks." Jenny Miller sits in one of the chairs around the smaIl confer-
ence table in Allen's office. Allen grabs his coffee mug from his desk and sits across
the table from her."I understand your background is in marketing and sales. That's
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good. We're looking for someone to fill a position reporting to Bob. It would be nice
to find someone with skills like yours to complement Bob's strengths."

"1 was impressed by his experience in engineering and manufacturing," says
Jenny.

"He is doing a good job getting the L-85 through the development phase and into
ramp-up, through what we call the realization phase. He'll take additional responsi-
bility for the product as it moves into the growth and maturity phase of the life cycle
- and he'll need the help of someone with skills like yours."

"And Jim Mulvihill works on the L~ Series?" Jenny asks.
"That's right. Jim is responsible for the L~ products. The L-80 products are

handled by the group under me. Did anyone draw you an org chart for the SBU?"
Jenny shakes her head. Allen gets up and moves to the white board, one of his

favorite toys. He decides that red is the color of the day.
"[im Mulvihill is Department Oriel - D.C. Ross Thomas, and now Tony, report to

him. This slot down here used to be Tony's.
Allen continues. "Together, that team handles the L-61 and the L-65."
"Over here ..." - Allen draws an empty circle - "is a vacant D.C. slot. I'm han-

dling those responsibilities ror the L-80 series. Right now, that series includes the L-
81, the L~2, and the L-85. Bob Linderman handles the L-85. Over here is Mary
White, who handles the L~1. The '81 is a mature product, but an important revenue-
producer ror us. To help Mary, we have Ollie Finney and Carol Lefaber. Ollie's
expertise is engineering and manufacturing. Carol's is marketing and sales support."

Allen finishes his chart:

Allen ---1 Rita I
I

I I

Vacant Jim
L-8O's L~'s

I I

Bob Mary Ross Tony

I I I I
Vacant Carol Ollie Planner Planner



Jenny says, "So your SBU includes five products and ten or fifteen people ..."
"Hundreds of products, actually. These are just the major ones, the ones that take

up most of our time and bring in most of the revenue."
Jenny looks at the chart. "It seems as if you divide responsibility along product

lines."
"Good observation. Some organizations do things differently than we do. If you

talk to other people in Network Systems, you'll find that some groups are organized
more along functional lines."

Jenny thinks for a second. "So in that case someone like Carol would provide sales
support for all the products in the SBU?"

"Right Actually, we do a little bit of that now. Ollie will help out Bob sometimes,
or even Ross, because he's been around and knows the product line from an engi-
neering point of view. But in general, I keep responsibility along product lines,
especially at the D.C level. Below that it can be somewhat of a functional approach."

Jenny nods. Allen continues. "Tell me how the interviews are going. What's your
impression of the job?"

"It certainly sounds challenging. I'm impressed by the way your people seem to be
able to handle so many things at once."

''Things an move pretty fast around here," Allen confirms.
"Your product managers move pretty fast I interviewed with Bob in his office,

and if the phone wasn't ringing, there was someone in his doorway wanting to see
him. I asked him how he could structure his day, plan his work when things are like
that"

"What did he say?"
"He laughed," Jenny says. "He said that you just have to be able to mix the long-

and medium-term things with the short-term things. He used the word 'firefighting'
to describe a good part of his day's work."

"What you saw probably isn't unusual. We're responsible to a lot of different
groups. We have a lot of people here and allover the country who come to us for
information or help or decisions. 'That's because we are the people who take the
ultimate responsibility for the bottom line on these products."

Jenny seems to understand that She hesitates. '1 guess I'm a fairly structured
person. I like to be able to count on being able to control my time."

"That's a challenge here. You're responsible for your time, but it's not always
yours to control. Do you know what I mean?"

Jenny nods and Allen goes on. "Anything else you want to discuss about the job?"
'1' d be interested to know what you think the biggest challenge of the job is,"

Jenny says.
"The biggest challenge." Allen looks out the window, then continues.
"A product manager is a facilitator. You're responsible for making a lot of deci-

sions. It's your job to get the information to make those decision. The tricky part is,
you don't really have the absolute authority to enforce those decisions because most
of the people you deal with - the people who you need to carry out the decisions -
don't report to you."

Jenny thinks for a second. "Those are the people from the Labs and from manufac-
turing ..."

"And Market Planning, and Materials Planning, and a whole host of other groups
the product manager needs in order to get product out the door. But none of them

, '
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really works for you."
Jenny sees the point. "So you as a product manager have to be able to get people

from those groups to support your decisions ... to do what you want."
"To do whatever turns out to be the best way to go at a particular moment.

Sometimes the way the group moves may not be the best way, business-wise - but
if there's consensus, and if everyone is committed, and if the direction is a reason-
able one - then full speed ahead."

"Sounds like a lot of a product manager's job involves getting others to come to a
consensus," Jenny observes.

"And then to act on that consensus. You usually can't just railroad something
through - not all the time, anyway. A successful product manager has got to have
- or soon develops - good 'people skills.'''

Allen continues. ''Does all of this give you any new insights into the job you're
looking at here?"

Jenny nods. "One thing I've been wondering about," she says. "How about travel?
We just bought a house and I'm getting into fixing it up. I enjoy spending my free
time and weekends doing that. Now, I got the impression that Bob and Jim travel a
lot. Is that the case with all of your product management people?'"

Allen thinks about it. ''1 guess we all travel some. Partly it's to support the account
teams in different parts of the country - to help the sales effort. Sales are somewhat
important to us," he understates. "We also have manufacturing plants in other cities.
Or we may have to visit a vendor. And then there are trade shows and customer
shows. I'd guess that the average product manager in this group travels a few days
every two or three weeks, especially the people involved in sales support. It varies,
though."

Allen notices that Jenny appears less than enthusiastic about that. He goes on to
ask her about her long-term goals and about what she is looking for in a job.

Allen is in his basement, patiently tuning and checking adjustments on his touring
bicycle. He built the cycle from components - wheels, a frame, brakes, gears - that
he chose carefully and assembled himself, cheerfully spending hours and hours in
the process. If a component doesn't work quite right, doesn't fit, Allen doesn't even
consider using it, regardless of how well he respects the brand or the manufacturer.



CHAPTER 4: CAROL - APRIL
" ...We hold Sales Update conferences once a year," Allen is explaining to Carol.

"They're good for us in two ways. One, they allow us to present our product to the
sales force in a comfortable, friendly environment. And two, we get a lot of feedback
- things we should know about for enhancements, fixes, next-generation product,
pricing .... The conferences are extremely valuable to us - and, we hope, to our
account teams." Allen turns away from Carol to get confirmation from Mary White.

Mary tells Carol, "The conference is generally in November. 'That gives us six
months. You'll find that some of the arrangements for the conference have already
been taken care of. For example, we book the conference site at least a year in
advance. But you'll have to go out and acquaint yourself with the site and with the
site meeting coordinators."

Carol takes notes on what she is hearing. ''How about the structure of the confer-
ence?" she asks. '15 it always similar?"

"In general it is," Allen responds. "We'll get you the agendas and presentations
from past years so that you can see what's been done in the past. We're certainly
open to new ideas, though. Just remember our overall purposes with the conference.
One is to let the account teams share their experiences with each other and gain
information about our products. 'The other is for us to be able to give and receive
information about the products we offer."

1/And we're talking about products from all over our business unit, not just this
SBU," confirms Carol.

Allen nods. "We have primary responsibility for organizing the conference this
year - but it's for the entire business unit."

Mary says, '1've had this assignment in the past, Carol, so I'll be able to give you
help when you need it. Draw on the Labs people and account representatives for
presentations. And draw on our own product management people. There's a group
in Southgate that can help you put together the brochures, booklets, and A-V
support materials you'll need."

"How do you feel about this assignment?" Allen asks Carol. '1t's a big job - but it
provides real benefits for both us and our sales force."

Carol is undaunted. '1t looks like a lot of work. But I can't see any insurmountable
problems here."

'1t's yours then," Allen concludes. '1'd suggest that we three get together in a
couple of weeks to see how things are going - but, of course, you're calling the
shots now, Carol ••••

"Two weeks sounds good. r should have a plan and a schedule by than. Task
assignments too, il I'm lucky."

''Two weeks, then. " Mary agrees.

For the next two weeks Carol keeps busy, not only with her planning for the Sales
Update conference but also with her normal sales support role. She also finds time to
finish a few more training modules, learning about the various organizations in
AT&T she'll be dealing with in her job. In fact, she reads about the Market Opera-
tions group in Southgate who will help her with some of the conference tasks.
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Carol, Mary, and Allen meet for the second time two weeks later. Carol presents her
plan. In it she describes the basic deliverables for the conference in terms of events,
handouts, and possible presentations. She also lays out a list of tasks, a schedule for
accomplishing the tasks, and the people resources she'll need to accomplish the tasks.

Mary and Allen review her plans and are impressed by Carol's thoroughness and
organization. They offer a few suggestions on how to get presenters to say what you
want and on some of the logistics of the planning.

One of Carol's next major steps is to arrange for presenters for the topics she has
chosen. Another step is to check out the conference site, a Chicago location where the
organization has held Sales Update conferences in the past. She'll fly to Chicago later in
the week.

Carol discovers that the product management groups are very willing to make
contributions to the Sales Update conference. She signs up several presenters from the
groups and gets help with some of the tasks involved in organizing the conference.

Allen puts her in touch with a department head in the Labs, who provides her with
several names to try in her search for presenters. The first three people she talks to
agree readily to present on the topics she suggests. Then she runs into her first minor
problem.
'1talked. about that last year. How about a presentation on some of the work we've

done since the last conference instead?" Bert Campis is a department head in the Labs.
He is the fourth person on Carol's list of Labs people, and the only problem so far.

"Your presentation last year was very well-received," Carol points out. "Many of the
people who attended asked to have it repeated this year."

Bert launches into a five-minute technical monolog on his current work and how it
will form the basis for future Lab developments and Network Systems products for
years to come. Carol has almost no idea what he is talking about but tries not to show it
- until he asks her a direct question she can't evade.

Well, so much for credibility, she thinks. The rest of the meeting goes poorly. Bert
starts to waffle.

"1don't know," he says. "Come to think of it, the conference occurs right around the
time we're supposed to deliver an LDI for the T series. It could be really busy around
then. Idon't know."

Carol feels the need to think about the situation and regroup. She tells Bert she'll get
back to him, and leaves.

Later in the day Carol asks Mary about her meeting with Bert Campis. Carol explains
how she let the Labs person just completely snow her with technical jargon and asks
Mary's advice.

"You have to seem like you know what's going on," says Mary. "But you can't bluff,
either. It's a fine line. I don't have much advice. Experience takes care of the problem,
but I'm afraid that doesn't do you much good right now."

They discuss the incident a little more. Then Carol thanks Mary and goes back to her
cubicle to think about how she can appear knowledgeable without knowledge and



without bluffing.

Carol starts lining up account reps to present and serve on panels at the confer-
ence. They tend to see the value of the conference, but hate the thought of being
away from their customers for any length of time. Carol realizes that time is indeed
money here, and that it's incumbent upon her to make the conference worth the time
of every attendee.

As she makes arrangements, she finds out that she has the ability to get what she
wants, whether from an individual or in a group meeting. The exception seems to be
when she is faced with engineering or manufacturing issues out of her depth. She
continues to think about her interview with Bert Campis.

Carol keeps Mary and Allen up to date on her activities, and they seem pleased
with the progress. On a Wednesday evening Carol drives to the airport for her trip
to Chicago to scout the Sales Update conference site.

Carol watches out the window as the plane climbs through the clouds after
takeoff. She notices how from below, the layer of clouds seems flat and undifferenti-
ated. When the plane rises above the layer, she sees a mass of individual clouds
jammed together. Like the Sales Update conference, she thinks. A seamless view to
the attendee, but a mass of separate tasks and events to all of us who organize it. The
arrival of dinner breaks into her musings. ..
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CHAPTER 5: BOB - JUNE

Bob is talking to Lisa Martin in his cubicle. Lisa is a new product planner who got the
job that Jenny Miller had interviewed for a few months ago. Both candidates had
excellent credentials, but Lisa seemed to have more of a sense of adventure and less
need for structure - two valuable qualifications for a product planner job in a Net-
work Systems SBU.

Bob and Lisa are going over a memo from Carol concerning Bob's participation in the
Sales Update conference. The memo lists Carol's requests of Bob in terms of prepara-
tion and milestones for the conference. Bob asks Lisa to give him help with some of the
requests. "No time," he explains.

Bob asks Lisa if she is going to sit in on the L-8S product team meeting that morning.
She will. She wants to know if there's anything to prepare or do beforehand - any
planning, phone calls? ''Nah,'' says Bob. "We'll wing it."

Bob leaves his cubicle and heads for a conference room. He'll chair the product team
meeting for the L-8S, a product for which he shares responsibility with Allen. During
these periodic meetings, all the key players on the L-8S team come together. The agenda
for the meeting will cover the product's current status - in development and undergo-
ing hardware/ software integration testing and system testing in the Labs. Attendees
will also discuss the next steps involved in bringing the product to market. Bob's
private agenda includes making sure that a particular product feature is added before
the Initial Customer Application - lCA. Bob hasn't sounded out the other team
members on their positions on the feature - but he's sure that he will be able to push it
through.

Attending the meeting are Charlie Tappel from the Labs, responsible for system and
hardware design; Dave Campbell from manufacturing; Sarah Hunter from product
engineering; Hannah Olson from the Labs, responsible for software design; Tom Barker
from finance; Nan Isaacson from 000, responsible for documentation; George Thomas
from training; and May Olinsky, sales management. There are also representatives
from materials management, order management and billing, and services planning.

"OIeay, let's get started." Bob calls the meeting to order. ''Maybe we can get out of
here in a reasonable time today. Charlie, you want to tell us how the hardware testing
is going on the prototypes?"

"Sure. We've been exercising the units and putting them through temperature and
stress testing. We've found a few little problems - nothing major, nothing that we
can't fix easily. We'll finish testing in another month or so."

Bob asks, ''When will you have the second prototype?""In another month, and then
we'll repeat the tests on it. Then we'll be able to certify that the design is okay," Charlie
replies.

''Hannah.'' Bob turns to the software manager. "What about software? Gonna meet
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the dates?"
"We're about 80 percent there," says Hannah. IIAll of the main modules are

complete. Some of the utility modules are still being debugged. But Charlie's been
using the latest release for the last week with very few problems - mostly his, not
ours," she kids.

Charlie looks amused, but makes no comment.
Bob continues. "How about documentation? And training? I need technician

training for the ICA; I need engineering training; I need operations and maintenance
training ...."

Nan lsacson and George Thomas each take a turn explaining the progress in their
respective areas. Nan is from Winston-Salem; George from Dublin.

Bob asks Dave Campbell about his preparations for manufacturing the product.
"Coming along," Dave answers. ''I've been keeping in touch with Charlie and Sarah,
so we're up to date on the specs. Some of the design decisions are still up in the air,
so we'll have to wait on those before we can finish setting up a line for the L-8S. But I
think we're in good shape. Unless, of course, you guys decide to add a feature on us
or give us too many major changes." Dave looks at Bob.

"Any problems you see?" Bob asks Dave.
"Like I say, none unless you start changing things around on me." Dave looks

around the room at the other attendees.

Bob moves to the next topic on the agenda. ''We've got a site for the lCA - lllinois
Bell. Our account team there has them real excited about the '85. It's scheduled to
ship on October 1st and be installed around October 15th, so that gives us plenty of
time to smooth things out before we deliver it to them."

"Standard model?" asks Campbell.
"What we'll give them will be the standard model," replies Bob. He pauses. ''The

account team tells me that the R-DEN feature is important to them - in fact, that'~
what got them to agree to the lCA:'

"So you're saying that you want to add that to the standard L-8S?" Dave asks.
"Right. My feeling is that the feature is going to sell a lot of machines for us."
''It's gonna make it harder to build. That's going to drive up your costs," Dave

points out. "Ten percent. Maybe twenty. What's that do to your pricing? What's it do
to your market forecast? Or to your MOl?"

Bob dismisses the effects of the additional cost. ''I think it's a revenue opportunity
for us. I'm certain that the increased price won't hurt demand. Same number of
sales, higher price, more contribution to the bottom line. That's my opinion."

Bob points to Dave and Charlie. ''1 need you guys to tell me exactly how much
more this is going to cost me. Get me the figures in a week, okay?"

Dave looks at Charlie, who rolls his eyes. Dave persists. "Is this firm? Is this the
way we're going to go now?"

Bob assures him that it is.

Tom Barker from finance comes back to the price/feature issue. He wonders
whether offering the higher-capacity machine won't actually reduce the sales of the
L-85. "After all," he says, "you're giving protection against high-volume traffic
overload. Many of our customers now hedge against that by buying redundant
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equipment. Aren't we cutting ourselves off from those opportunities?"
"Believe me," rebuts Bob, "I wouldn't be doing this if I didn't think it was an op-

portunity.lllinois Bell thinks it's a great idea. It was a requirement for their partici-
pation in the ICA." Bob continues in lecture mode. '1t's a new market out there,
guys and gals. In case you hadn't noticed, our customers are getting very demand-
ing. If we don't supply what they want, they'll find someone who will. It's not like
the old days. Not like the old days at all. That's why I'm convinced that the R-DEN
feature is important to us."

Bob downplays a suggestion that he may be overreacting to the desires of just one
customer. "Who's out there talking to customers, talking to reps? Me. That's a big
part of my job. I'm paid to know the market It's my decision." Bob forgets that May
Olinsky shares some of these responsibilities, but no one points it out to him just
now.

The Labs hardware representative, Charlie, suggests that he'll need to talk to his
boss about what's required of them in light of the decision to add the new feature.
"We basically know what we have to do, I think. But we thought that feature was
going away and we took it off the plan. We'll add it back in, but it's going to cost
you some money. We may have to find some more resources somewhere. We were
thinking our job was pretty much done."

"Come on, don't give me that," Bob says. ''You guys signed on for the whole
game. Suddenly we're into our two-minute drill from the ten yard line, and it gets
hard to find you."

'1t's not always easy to plan schedules when the task list keeps changing," Charlie
answers. He points out how the scope of the project has changed several times in
unexpected ways.

Bob tells Charlie that if he needs the help, Bob will be happy to follow up with
Charlie's boss.

Bob runs through other items on the agenda and the action items from the previ-
ous meeting. A sales plan is being developed. The sales organization is working on
it There should be a report on it for the next meeting. In addition, a sales support
plan will come from the product planners responsible for the L-80 line.

Bob's red Corvette slices through rush-hour traffic on his way home. Out of my
way, turkey, he thinks as a slow-moving driver cuts in front of him. He sees a hole in
traffic, downshifts, accelerates, and leaves the slower car far behind. A mile later,
Bob is stuck behind a left-turning truck. He curses as he sees the other car pass him
on his right.



CHAPTER 6: ALLEN
-EARLYJUNE

Allen is in the office of his boss, John Kane. The two of them are discussing their
roles in the Network Systems business planning process. Allen has just received a
surprise.

"Twenty percent?" Allen asks. "That's the correct figure?"
His boss confirms the figure. It represents the increase in the contribution expected

from Allen's SBU for the coming year - 20 percent more than the current year.
"Your business unit hasn't been singled out," Kane assures him. "I've got compa-

rable numbers for some of the other SBU's here."
Allen and Kane go over the schedule for the planning process. The planning

process spans the entire year. When the process is over, it's time to start planning for
the next year.

Allen and Kane briefly discuss how Allen will develop the strategic and business
plans for his SBU. Both managers have been through this process before. Even
though the planning process may vary somewhat from year to year, Allen and Kane
know what they have to do to fulfill their roles in the process.

Later, Allen asks Mary whether Carol might be able to help him compile some of
the SBU planning documents. Mary's view is that Carol seems to have the Sales
Update conference under control and that her day-to-day product planning respon-
sibilities are being fulfilled. Mary thinks it's oleay for Allen to ask Carol to help him
with the planning process during the next few months.

Allen and Carol meet to discuss the part she'll play in the business planning
process.

"The basis for SBU-Ievel planning comes from above and below," Allen explains to
Carol. "Network Systens Market Planning provides us with Market Segment Plans
that identify market opportunities at the SBU level. The Market Segment Plans also
identify the resources that we need to develop our market opportunities."

"When do we get those plans?" asks Carol.
"Generally in late spring. We can use the Market Segment Plans to tell what's out

there in terms of opportunity, and what it would cost us to exploit that opportunity.
So that's one basis for our plans."

Carol asks what the other basis is.
"Our own product plans - including any business case documents or business

proposals for products in the earlier phases of their life cycles."
"Like the concept phase or the justification phase?" Carol asks.
"That's right. See, what all of these plans have in conunon is that they describe a

product application, potential demand, the customer's willingness to pay, revenue
projections, estimated costs, and milestone schedules. And that's precisely the kind
of information that I need for an SBU plan. So I'll be drawing on the information
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from each of the product plans for this SBU."
"So it's kind of a bottom-up planning process - information from the product

plans going into the SBU plan," says Carol.
"And then later, the final SBU plan affects the product plans - kind of a top-down

influence," points out Allen.
"And you need my help to roll up data from the product plans into the SBU plan,"

observes Carol.
"In accordance with the information contained in the Market Segment Plans.

Ideally, everything fits together.""What do you deliver in the SBU plans?"
"The deliverables are in two main parts. There's the strategic plan and the busi-

ness plan. The strategic plan defines the mission, the goals, and the objectives of the
SBU. For example, it contains a section explaining how this SBU contributes to
achieving objectives and strategies for both the overall business unit and Network
Systems.

"The business plan contains the specific actions we'll take to meet our strategic
objectives. This is on a functional basis. The Business plan covers sales and market-
ing, R&:D,manufacturing, customer service, financia1s ... every aspect of our busi-
ness." Allen hands Carol an outline of the SBU plans, which she reads.

"So SBU plans are both medium-term and long-term in scope," observes Carol.
"And just like the product plans of an SBU get rolled up into the SBU plans, the SBU
plans get rolled up into a Network Systems Business Plan."

Allen nods and explains how other functional areas like manufacturing and the
Labs supply their plans for incorporation into the SBU plans. Then the plans go up
the ladder for review, where they may be adjusted. Near the end of the planning
process executives from the different functional areas come to "handshake" agree-
ments on the goals and contributions of each area within Network Systems. These
agreements are the foundation of the final plan.

A few days after his meeting with Carol, Allen is ready to meet with his product
planners to organize their partidpation in the SBU planning process. In the meeting
are Bob Underman, Mary White, Jim Mulvihill, Ross Harding, and Tony Rizzi. Each
of them have primary responsibility for most or all of the aspects of a single product.
Carol sits in because of her role in helping Allen prepare the SBU plan.

"I don't need to remind you how our markets have changed in the past few
years," Allen starts off. "All of the changes make it more important than ever that we
take a hard, accurate look at our market opportunities, that we do whatever we can
to maximize sales, and that we find and use ways to cut costs. We need to reflect all
of these things in our planning process.

"Maximizing sales and minimizing costs are all the more important over the
medium term because of a challenge we've been presented - to increase the contri-
bution of this SBU to Network Systems' bottom line by 20 percent." Allen pauses
briefly for the figure to sink in. '1t's a challenge we're capable of meeting - but one
that demands that we plan well, organize ourselves on the basis of those plans, and
then control our work as we carry out the plans.

"In this meeting I want to talk about how we are going to come up with strategies
to meet that challenge, and then to discuss what each of us needs to do for this year's
planning process." For Allen, it's a long speech.



The group spends some time brainstorming on general strategies that might help
them increase the SBU's contribution. The strategies they come up with include
reducing the cost of sales; reducing the cost of manufacturing; shortening design
time; investigating higher- or lower-end product opportunities; and the possibility of
replacing mature or declining products with newer, more feature-laden products
with a higher profit margin.

Allen lays out the information he needs from each product planner, along with
dates. For most of the planners, the information Allen needs can come from an up-
to-date product plan. For many of the planners, this will be an opportunity to sit
down and review an existing plan or update the old plan.

Allen hands out appropriate data from the Market Segment Plans to each of the
product planners. Each planner will base his or her product plans on the strategies
and opportunities identified in the Market Segment Plans. Each planner will have
goals to meet, based on specific product sales estimates and the product's percentage
of the overall SBU revenue contribution.The meeting adjourns to let the product
planners get to work on their tasks and their day-to-day work. For Allen, putting
together the SBU plan will take much of the coming month.

Allen is on the front porch of his home, patiently reading, for the hundredth time,
a children's book to his four-year-old. "What did mommy mean when she said
you're in the hot seat now?" the four-year-old wants to know. "When you're in the
hot seat, you find out what you're made of," replies Allen. The four-year-old studies
him. '1 thought I was made out of snips and snails and puppy-dog tails," he says.
''"That you are, my boy. 'That you are."
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In the weeks after the meeting that kicks off the SBU planning process, Carol finds
herself juggling more and more tasks. She helps Mary update the product plan for
the L-81, the product for which Mary is responsible. She helps Allen gather and
assimilate information from other product plans in the SBU in order to put together
the SBU plan. She continues to plan and organize for the Sales Update conference.
And, of course, she takes care of the day-to-day jobs that come in "over the tran-
som."

Carol is updating the sales support section of Mary's L-81 product plan. The first
page of the plan is a table of contents:

PRODUCT PLAN

Page 22

SUes/~bnng--------------
Product ---------
Price
Place/Distribution Plan -------
Promotion --------

SUes Plan-------
SUes Strategy -----
SUes Support Plan ----

Research and Development -------
Development Plan ------
Development Budget -----

Manufacturing Plan -------
Customer Service Operations ----

Documentation Plan -------
Training Plan -----------

Financials

In response to Carol's question, Mary explains that plans for product in different
life cycle phases have different sections. For example, the "Development Plan"
section in the L-81 concerns minor enhancements, since the product is still consid-
ered to be in the growth and maturity phase of its life cycle.

Because the product is mature, many of the sections need little updating. The sales
strategy changes little from the previous year if the product remains in the same
phase of the life cycle; the same is true for the sales support plan and the documenta-
tion plan.

The sales plan contains sections that change. One portion of the sales plan is a sales
forecast. The forecast lists the companies targeted for sales, the number of systems
forecast to be sold, and a schedule of closes. Carol notices, for example, that the
forecast calls for five L-81s to be sold to Southern New England Telephone Company
in the current quarter.



The manufacturing plan is supplied to the product planner by manufacturing,
Carol finds out. The distribution plan is supplied by the Materials Planning and
Procurement Centers people - MPPC.

Carol reviews and updates the sections of the L-81 plan where her background lets
her contribute. .

She returns the plan and her contributions to Mary.

Allen has a format for the SBU plans he is putting together. The topics for the
strategic plan are:

SBU STRATEGIC PLAN

Strategic Position - Current Year
Objectives
Strategies
Role of SBU in Achieving NS

Objectives and Strategies
Interdependencies of SBU on

OtherSBUs
Strategic Position -End of Plan Cycle

The topics for the business plan are:
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SBU BUSINESS PLAN

Sales/Marketing
Research and Development
Manufacturing
Customer Service Operations
SBU Support of NS Strategic Plan,
Goals, Objectives
Fmancials
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Allen goes over the plans with Carol, explaining the different sections to her so
that she can find and insert information from individual product plans and from the
Market Segment plans.

Carol never has to worry about losing herself in the ivory tower of the planning
process. All it takes to bring her back to earth is a phone call, a memo, or a visitor to
her cubicle.

Product training for new account reps on the L-80 series? No problem - give
Carol a call.

An RFP or RFI? Carol gets those calls, too, and supplies what information and help
she can before turning it over to the bids and proposal people.

Displays for L-BO products at a trade show? Carol's the one to talk to. She can find
out what's needed and find the right people in the right support organization to get
things taken care of.

Product support literature? Customer visit? Carol's the one ....

The Sales Update conference is on the back burner but still cooking. Carol has
checked out the site and made contact with the liaison from the conference site. She
has the speakers she wants - except for Bert Campis, master of techno-babble, for
whom she will find a replacement - and is busy preparing announcements to send
to the account teams. Her contacts on account teams tell her that interest is high.

Near the end of the week Carol travels to New Jersey to coordinate the develop-
ment of support materials for the conference. She wants to make sure that the rough
material she gives to Market Operations is what they expect, and that they will be
able to deliver what she needs according to her schedule. Carol does not like last-
minute surprises.

Business travel. Decaying city. Anheuser-Busch brewery. Driving into Newark
airport. Boarding. A green and gold jet marked "Forbes: Capitalist Tool" parked off
one of the taxiways. Talceoff - ports and refineries giving way to open countryside.
Cruising altitude - a different perspective entirely. Roads and highways connecting
to form a network. The big picture. New Jersey from the air - much different than
from the ground.

So that's the purpose of business planning, thinks Carol.



CHAPTER 8: ALLEN - JUNE

Allen is heavily involved in preparing his SBU plan. He meets with Bob Under-
man to review the information Bob supplies on the L-85. Since the L-8S is to come
onto the market early the following year, Bob's plans are important for the overall
SBU strategic and business plans. His estimates of sales revenue, manufacturing
costs, standard costs, and sales costs could make Allen's plan look good - or poorly
thought out.

Allen also works with Mary on the L-81, an established, growing product with a
track record of revenues and costs. Figuring the L-8l's contribution to the SBU will
be easier because they have previous years' numbers to use. However, Allen and
Mary need to formulate strategies that might increase sales revenue or reduce costs.
Then they need to estimate the impact of the strategies on the product's financials.
So even Mary's product plans involve "guestimates."

Allen works on the numbers for the L-82, a product in the final stage of the life
cycle. Sales of the L-82 may be dropping - the trend is not clear over the short term.
Since the product is stable and doesn't require much time, Allen maintains control of
the L-82 himself. He examines the product plan carefully to try to determine his
options with the product. The two most likely options are to enhance the product to
make it more competitive and boost sales, or to move quickly to bring out a replace-
ment product.

Allen needs to think about his L-82 options not only for the SBU plan, but also for
the monthly product team meeting for the L-82. That meeting is this week, on
Thursday. In past meetings Allen has heard attendees express their opinions about
what should be done with the product.

On Wednesday Allen makes a phone call to Roy Nelson, the manufacturing
engineering representative on the L-82 product team.

"Wanted to make sure you were coming tomorrow, Roy. We may want to make
some significant decisions on the '82."

Allen listens for a minute, then speaks. ''Yeah, I know you think we should leave
well enough alone. I can understand that And I'm perfectly willing to listen to any
discussion of enhancements to the product. Let's see what we can hash out at the
meeting."

Allen gets acquiesence. He continues. ''By the way, are you still having the prob-
lem getting what you need from Smitty and his group? .. You are? Tell you what-
as a special favor to my friend Roy I'll see what I can do to get that taken care of.
How would that be?"

''No problem. Glad to help you out. Listen, we'll talk more about the '82 tomor-
row, okay? .. See you then." He hangs up.

After his conversation with Roy, Allen makes another call, this one to Charlie
Tappel in the Labs to discuss another matter related to the team meeting the next
day.
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Allen hangs up from his second call, puts his chin in his hands, and thinks about
opportunities, costs, and revenues.

On Thursday, before the L-82 product team meeting, Allen is working with Carol
on the SBU plan. "You've seen the numbers for the L-82 - what do you think we
should do with it?" he asks.

"You mean in terms of keeping it or discontinuing it?" Carol responds.
Allen nods and Carol thinks for a few seconds. "Is it a strategic product for us?"
"It is. We need it - or a product like it - in our line."
"Any opportunity to enhance it or reposition it?" she asks.
'We could make it more competitive by enhancing it. It would cost us a fair

amount of money for development and for manufacturing changes."
'What if we drop it without replacing it?" Carol tries.
"Then we have a hole in the product line - a doorway, as a matter of fact, through

which customers may leave to try product from our worthy competitors."
"Replacing it?" Carol offers a third option.
'We can bring out a product with more features than anything currently on the

market. It would almost certainly contribute more to revenue than the L-82."
'What's the tradeoff?"
"Even more time and money than just enhancing the product. But with a new

product we get a higher return on our investment and a longer product life."
Carol quickly runs through the four Ps in her mind. "How about dropping the

price to stimulate demand?"
"Certainly a possibility. There are those in product management who consider

price to be 'the last strategy."
Carol asks what he means.
"You don't mess with the price unless it's the last viable strategy left to you,"

Allen elaborates.
Carol considers all of this. "Is this something you need to decide quickly?"
"Maybe this afternoon. You interested in attending a product team meeting?"
She is. They arrange to go over to the Labs together.

It's midway through the meeting before the most important issues come up. Roy
still has a gripe about something he's been harping at for months, a way he wants to
do something to make his job easier with the L-82. Allen sees that he gets his way
this time

Then the team addresses a particular customer installation and finishes discussing
that. Allen concludes, " ...50 we'll arrange for Bell South to get some additional
support as we install the units in Atlanta. I'll contact the account team and let them
know what we're doing to take care of the problem. Anything else on the topic of
customer support? .. No? Then let's move on to the issue of enhancements."

Allen gives the floor to Roy Nelson again.
"From what we've been hearing, it's definitely time to add some horsepower to

the '82," starts Roy. '1hear it from account reps. I hear it from customers. It's been a
good product for us, and I think it's got some life in it yet."

Charlie Tappel speaks up. '1agree that it's been a good product. But I don't think
that enhancing it is the long-term solution. Look at the sales curve. Look at the



features on the GTE product. I'm not sure that any enhancements we can add will
make that much difference in tenns of sales. We're still dealing with a product based
on technology that's five or six years old. I say accelerate the development of a
replacement product."

The team discusses the factors that must be taken into account whenever a product
is discontinued. Those factors include existing service and support contracts for the
product; internal AT&T users of the product; whether factory space might be better
used in a different way; market forecasts; and recovery of costs.

Finally, the issue boils down to enhancing the L-82 or replacing it with a more
enhanced product to serve the same purpose and the same customers.

Charlie pulls out a sheet of paper. '1 estimate that the cost and time to develop a
new product is only about a third greater than what it would cost us to make the L-
82 competitive. And a new product is going to have a useful life of at least double
that of the enhanced '82. It's do-able - I've already spec'ed out a product that
would do the job." He waves the sheet of paper.

Roy doesn't press his point. Instead he looks at Charlie, looks at Allen, and says,
"Allen, it's your decision. But it's definitely time to do something."

Allen answers, '1 agree. Roy, can you work with manufacturing to get me rough
costs based on Charlie's specs?"

Roy nods. Allen continues, "And Charlie, can you put together a rough develop-
ment schedule? Maybe one for a new product and one for an enhanced L-82."

Charlie agrees.
"Then based on the numbers and the schedule, we'll decide next month what to do

with the '82. Okay?" Allen gets general consensus. "Okay. Next item. .."

After the meeting is over, Charlie Tappel approaches Allen to quietly discuss
another topic. "It's your boy Robert," he starts off.

"You mean Bob Linderman?" Allen asks.
"The one and only. Now, this is just between you and me, okay? The guy is like a

bull in a china shop when it comes to the product team meetings. He's a bright guy
- good background with the company, too. But he just really handicaps himself by
the way he handles the team. Do you know what I mean? Have you seen him in
action?"

Allen has a feeling he knows what Charlie means. They talk about specific issues
and what might be done. Allen promises to see what he can do. Then he goes to
rescue Carol, whom Roy is attempting to charm with manufacturing engineering
war stories. -

On the way back to the office Carol asks Allen about the meeting. "What was your
preference on the fate of the L-82?"

"Seems about time to put it out to pasture."
"But you didn't say that in the meeting. Even though that seems to be the way

things are headed."
'1 expect that next meeting we'll all decide that a successor product to the '82 is a

high priority," Allen predicts. "Even Roy, who can't stand the thought of throwing
away something with any useful life left in it."

"How come Roy wasn't more adamant?"
''Maybe it was the favor I did him yesterday. Maybe it was the fact that he got his
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own way early in the meeting."
"Did you plan that?" asks Carol.
'These things have a way of working out."
"How about Charlie and his facts and figures, his half-completed design?"
"Charlie likes to move ahead, not stand still. He and I had a talk yesterday."
"Do you always get your way in those meetings?"
"That's kind of hard to answer. There's always a certain way that things are going

to go. You can have a big influence on the direction. But it is a group decision. You
need everyone's consensus to make things work in the long run.

"Like Roy," Allen continues. "He can make sure that your product gets out on
time and up to standard - or he can pay attention to all of the other stuff that falls
on his head every day. Roy is a good ally, a tremendous help. Always has been. We
understand each other. I'd hate to have to make things work without his help."

"But you're the product manager for the L-82. Aren't all these things your deci-
sion?"

'Theoretically. And you've got certain leverage when you need it," Allen points
out. "Like the funding we do for the Labs."

He smiles. "Mary has a story about funding. She says about the product team, 1
thought they all liked me - but then I found out that they call me Moneybags.'

''Let's just say that things work easiest when the direction you're going is
everyone's decision - even if, as sometimes happens, the decision isn't the best
business decision.

''But that's not going to be the case this time. It's in our best long-term interest to
retire the L-82 and replace it with equipment that has more potential for contributing
revenue."

Allen and Carol arrive at their offices. Allen dives back into the SBU plan. Carol
goes to find out more about the "moneybags" story.

A sunny day in Golden Gate Park. Allen in the Japanese tea garden, staring up at
the statue of the Buddha, wondering about Zen and the art of product management.
A crowd of tourists rounds a bend in the path, and cameras start to dick. Allen
leaves.



CHAPTER 9: CAROL AND
MARY-JULY

Mary White is sitting at her desk working on a portion of the SBU plan when Carol
finds her.

Mary has held a variety of jobs within the Corporation, including clerical-level
finance jobs and data processing assignments. After years of experience, and after
getting a B.S. in Finance, she moved into a product planner slot in this SBU. Her
strengths are finance and her long experience in the AT&T organization.

Her reputation as a capable product planner got a special boost from one assign-
ment in particular. She had been given responsibility for a relatively low-end
product that was not selling well. The price seemed right for the features; operating
companies could easily justify the product on an economic basis for the money it
saved; the customers seemed to like it; but the sales were not coming in.

Mary started talking to people - account representatives, customers, whomever
she could meet. Her investigation led her to believe that the product was priced too
low. Account reps could sell it at low levels in the customer organizations - but
there was no incentive for them to put in the same amount of sales effort for that
product as for one that cost ten times as much and contributed far more to the
salesperson's SMP goals.Mary's solution? Raise the price. She brought out an
enhanced version of the product, raised the price by almost 50 percent on a single-
unit basis - and then encouraged the account reps to sell the product in quantities
of ten or fifteen because that turned out to be the quantity usable by an average
operating company. Account reps started selling the product to a higher level in
customer organizations, and in larger quantities. The customers "ate it up," to hear
Mary tell the story.

Was it her financial background that helped her find a solution? Innate marketing
savvy? Or just common sense and a lot of conversation? Mary had worked hard to
uncover the problem. to come up with a solution, and then to sell the solution.

Mary finds, however, that past success doesn't make a desk full of work go away.
She is trying to roll up some of the financials from individual product plans into the
SBU plan when Carol appears.

"Moneybags?'" Mary laughs. "That was just one of the little surprises you get on
this job, that's all. I mean, I thought all this cooperation I was getting was the result
of my personal charm, or my professional credibility, or something like that. Then
some of the product team members started calling me 'moneybags' at meetings, and
I realized that there was some element of truth there."

'We fund the Labs, I know," says Carol.
''Both direct funding for specific product work, and also indirect funding for what

they call 'forward-looking' work."
''How about manufacturing?" Carol asks.
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"We fund them directly, based on the cost of goods sold." Mary turns to her desk
and finds an income statement form from the SBU plan. "Here, Ican show you on
this statement - have you seen this?"

"Iust glanced at it as Iwas preparing some of the SBU marketing plans," replies
Carol.

"Your background is marketing, right? But with an MBA? So you had some
finance and accounting?"

Carol nods. Mary points out the top category on the income statement.

INCOME STATEMENT

Revenues
Incurred. Cost
Contribution to Overhead
DirectR&:D
Direct Marketing/Sales/Distrib.
Contribution
Indirect R&:D
Indirect Mktg/Sales/Distrib.
G&:A
MOl

"Revenue is simply price times the number of units sold," starts Mary. "You know
that. Incurred. cost is the Cost of Goods Sold." "Where are we - where do PM costs
come in?" Carol asks.

"Marketing expense."
"So revenues minus incurred. costs gives our contribution to overhead. That figure

minus direct expenses gives our overall contribution," Carol notes. "Then if we
subtract indirect expenses and G&:A, we have our MOL"

Mary looks at the indirect expenses category. "Those indirect expenses are what
some people call 'Corporate Taxes.' They're assessments for costs that can't be
directly linked to any particular product effort. Indirect R&:Dcosts; indirect market-
ing, sales and distribution costs; indirect G&:A."

"General and administrative," Carol finishes.
"You got it:' says Mary. "By the way, I think that MOl is an AT&:T-specific term-

'measured operating income.' I'm not sure if other companies use the tenn 'MOL'
But for most of the SBUs in Network Systems, MOl is the primary measure of
performance."

Carol asks about Mary's role in preparing the SBU plans.
"The SBU plans really consist of the strategic plan and the business plan, you

know. And one of the elements of the business plan is a financial plan. That's what
I'm helping with."



'What's involved in the financial plan?" Carol wants to know.
"Four basic elements. One, a projected income statement for the SBU. Two, a 'kind

of' balance sheet -<ertain projected balance sheet items like average total invento-
ries or average receivables. We project both of the first two elements for this year
and then for five more years.

"Here's what the SBU income statement looks like ..."

Current Next 5 Years
Year 1 234 5

Revenue
Incurred Cost
Contribution to Ovrhd
DirectR&D
Direct Mktg/Sls/Distrib
Contribution

Indirect R&D
Indirect Mk~/S1s/Distrib
G&A
MOl

"And here's what the balance sheet items look like."

Current Next 5 Years
Year 1 2 3 4 5

ASSETS:

Average Total
Inventories

Average Receivables
Average Net Plant
Average All Other

Assets
Average Total Assets
OROA
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Carol looks over the two SBU plan elements. "These are just two of the elements?"
Mary pulls out two more sheets and hands them to Carol. "We have to do monthly

'road maps' for the year. One for the income statement items, one for selected
balance sheet items. Take a look. Here's the income statement road map."

Ian Feb Mar Apr May Jun ny ..

Revenue
Incurred Cost
Contribution to Ovrhd
Direct R&O
Direct Mknt/Sls/Distrib
Contribution

Indirect R&:O
Indirect Mkt2/Sls/Distrib
G&A.
MOl

IIAnd here's the balance sheet road map."

Begin
of Year Ian Feb Mar Apr May ...

ASSETS:

Average Total
Inventories

Average Receivables
Average Net Plant
Average All Other

Assets
Average Total Assets
OROA



-- -----------------------------------------.,

Carol I looks at the two road map documents. "So what you're doing is rolling up
all the individual product plans into these four elements in the SBU business plan."

"Not all of the figures roll up from the product plans, mostly just forecast data.
Actualslcome from finance and accounting groups. But the product plans sure form
the basis for the financial portion of the SBU plans - and for some of the other parts
of the SBU plans, too. You know that - you're helping roll up the individual
product sales and marketing plans into that portion of the SBU plans."

Carol nods. Mary continues, /I Anyway, now that I know you're comfortable with
numbers like these, I may have to give you a call for help sometimes. I'd guess that
maybe half of the people in PM aren't really comfortable with finandals - so your
skills will come in handy."

Carol says she'll be happy to help where she can. Mary asks about the problem
Carol had been having with technological snow jobs. Carol says that it's still a
problem. After appearing ignorant to Bert Campis that one time, Carol later tried
bluffing in a similar situation, but lost credibility there, too. Mary is sympathetic, but
warns Carol to be protective of the reputation she's gained for competence. "If
people think you're a bluffer, they'll play games with you," Mary says.

Carol leaves the meeting flattered to think that Mary feels her financial skills are
needed. But by now, Carol thinks, if Mary ever asks for help, it's bound to come at a
time when I'm up to my ears in other tasks. It must be some sort of rule - Carol's
rule. On the other hand, she thinks, when since I started work here have I not been
up to my ears in work?

Night dreams. Carol on an airport people-mover that speeds through the stations
without stopping. More and more luggage appears on the seat and floor beside her.
The train moves faster and faster. The pile of luggage gets higher and higher.
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CHAPTER 10: CAROL AND
ROSS-JULY

Carol gets a call from Ross Harding. In addition to helping with the L-61, Ross is
putting together a business case for a new product, code-named Falcon. Ross is
looking for help.
'1asked Mary if she could give me a hand with the numbers in this business case

I'm putting together," Ross explains. "But she suggested that I ask you. Could we
get together and talk about what I need?"

Carol hasn't been involved before with a product in the justification phase. She's
interested in what Ross is doing, and he sounds excited about the product. She looks
at her schedule, sighs to herself, and says, "Sure.When would you like to meet?"

Ross' cubicle is neat and tidy. Some NASA space photos adorn one wall.
"We did the proposal a few months ago and got approval," Ross explains. "Based

on that approval and the funding that was released, we went ahead and did some
preliminary research, checked the market for similar products, and tried to figure
out what our competitors might be doing with the technology we've got our eyes on.

"The Labs did some real rough prototyping - nothing you could show to any-
body, nothing that really does anything, but enough to show us that the idea's
sound and that it can be done."

"What's the next step 7" asks Carol.
'1need more money to carry the project further. More resources. To get those, I've

got to get a business case approved:'
"I haven't been involved in preparing a business case," points out Carol.
"It's a lot like a product plan. Except a lot of the information that goes into it is

based on researched guesses and estimates.
"Here's my outline for the case." Ross hands Carol a sheet of paper.

BUSINESS CASE: FALCON

Sales/Marketing
Product Description
Pricing
Promo/Sales

Sales Strategy
Sales Plan
Sales Support Plan

Marketing Expense
Development Expense
Corporate Expense
Manufacturing Expense
Financial Forecast



"Where can I contribute?" asks Carol. "The financial forecasts section?"
"That's one place. Then here - see the ''Requirements'' section? I need to put

together the entry costs in that section. Development expense, corporate expense,
marketing expense. Maybe you can doublecheck my thinking in those sections."

''Where do we get the raw numbers?"
''The Labs will give us development expense estimates. Manufacturing will tell us

what it will cost us for certain volumes. Sales management will help us come up
with marketing expense."

Carol studies the outline of the business case. "So up front you give your market
definition and the rationale for developing the product, plus your expectations for
the product What do you include under 'expectations'?"

''That whole section answers the question, 'Why should we be in this market?'
Now, with this particular product, we'll be defining the market A new opportunity
- and a big one. We should be able to grab and hold onto a majority share of market
right from the start."

Carol looks at the ''Requirements'' section. ''Then you give the costs of entering the
market in the 'Requirements' section. But you get some help with those figures, you
said." She pauses. ''Will you need new manufacturing facilities?"

"Manufacturing will help me develop those costs. They're excited about the
opportunity. They've bought into the idea."

Ross goes on to explain how the "Sales Plan" section defines the sales channels
he'll use to get the product to market, the pricing he envisions, and the competitive
situation. "'Competition' will be a short piece - we should have the market to
ourselves, at least for awhile. 111need to identify who our likely competitors might
be, based on who's got the resources to enter the market after we get into it."

"Lots of work involved in putting together a case like this," Carol suggests.
''Tell me about it. It's going to take me months to put together. It's got to sell the

idea. It's too good an opportunity for us to pass up."

Carol asks about the origins of the idea. Ross explains that Tom Edwards from the
Labs had walked over one day to talk to Jim Mulvihill and Ross. "He said, 'Here it is.
I thought you guys might be interested in this.' Jim and I knocked it around a bit and
realized that we wanted in on the idea. We did a proposal, got initial approval, and
did the work that has gotten us this far."

Ross continues. ''Wftve been meeting almost weekly on this. Me and Tom Ed-
wards, a woman from engineering, a couple of other people. Jim Mulvihill some-
times. Allen a few times. But now we've done about all we can with the resources
we've been allocated, plus whatever we've been able to beg, borrow, or steal.
'1need more money," he repeats.
'1'1l sure try to help you get it," responds Carol. "Let's talk dates ..." They set up a

schedule and arrange for Carol to attend the next product team meeting.

Night dreams. Ross peeks into a baby carriage. Under the blanket he discovers a
mass of integrated circuits, wiring, fiber optics, cables, boards, and connectors. He is
delighted and fascinated. I must take some pictures, he thinks, to show my parents
and my wife's parents.
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CHAPTER 11: ALLEN - JULY

By July, Allen is wrapping up the first version of his SBU strategic plan to send up
the ladder. He has received updated product plans from all of his product planners
and, with help from staff members with skills in specific areas like finance or mar-
keting, will roll up the product plans into the SBU business plan.

The SBU strategic plan will be reviewed along with strategic plans from other
SBUs. Upper management will analyze the contents of the plans and compare them
with other plans in the Network Systems' planning process, such as SIPP and SMP.
Later in the summer Allen may be asked to adjust certain numbers in his plan.

Allen will submit his SBU business plan later in the summer. Based on the SBU
business plan, the SBU strategic plan, and plans from other parts of Network Sys-
tems, executives will come to "handshake" agreements on goals and strategies for
Network Systems for the coming year.

In July, however, Allen is still very much concerned with his goals and strategies
for this year. Of the major products in his SBU, the L-81 is contributing well and
meeting its goals. He meets with Mary to review the status of the '81.

Allen also meets with Jim Mulvihill to keep on top of developments in the L-60
area. Ross is handling the L~1 and is also developing a business case for the new
product named Falcon. Tony handles the L~. Allen and Jim discuss the product
plans for each of these products and talk about upcoming milestones for each.

Back on the L-80 side, Allen meets with Bob Linderman about Bob's product, the
L-8S. Bob comes into Allen's office and they sit down around the small conference
table away from the desk.

"Update me on your plans for the leA," Allen asks first.
'1t's with Dlinois Bell," Bob responds. "It's scheduled for installation on the 15th of

October. I've arranged with installation engineering for their support. Documenta-
tion is coming along well and should be ready for the application. The hardware and
software look good."

"Any problem areas?"
"Only the ones you saw on your copy of the minutes of the last product team

meeting. I think they're under control."
"How about your plans for after the ICA?" Allen asks.

L
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Bob checks a sheet of paper containing his remaining development milestones.
'We'll dean up any bugs, naturally - make any modifications we have to. Then it's
full speed ahead with manufacturing. I've been working with sales management on
developing strategy and tactics so that we can roll it out in a big way."

IIAnd you're still going with the R-OEN?"
"You bet!""How are things going with the team? I've heard you talk about 'teach-

ing them who's boss.' Any changes?"
'1 don't know. Most of them are good people. Sometimes I just don't feel that they

cooperate as well as they might and do what I tell them to."
'What do you think you can do about it?"
"I've tried beating them over the head. That sure doesn't seem to work. Or if it

works, I get sullen product team members."
Allen doesn't say anything. Bob is silent. Finally Allen asks, "Mind if I offer some

advice?"
"Go ahead."
'1've found that it can be useful to talk to people ahead of time. Find out what they

want, what they need. Find out what they're locked into, what they're not See how
that all fits into what you want to do."

Bob listens.
IIAnd in meetings," Allen goes on, "I've found that I often get good results using

this 'chairperson's model' I once ran across. It says that in general you get better
results by doing more of two things and less of two others."

Bob is somewhat interested. Allen goes on.
'1 get things done when I ask for information and ask how people feel about

things. I also find that it's worth my time to make sure that I understand what
people are telling me - to say, 'As I understand it, here's what you're telling me; is
that correct?' Testing understanding."

'1 probably talk more than I listen," Bob acknowledges. II And I figure if I know
what I want to do, it's up to them to understand what I mean." "You like to get
things done efficiently. That's not bad," says Allen. "But another thing I find is that I
get into trouble when I have to get into a hard defensive position or when I start
attacking someone else's position. Those things don't seem to lead me to the kind of
consensus decisions our job requires."

Allen is starting to feel like a teacher. "So there are four types of interaction in a
meeting. Giving information. Seeking information. Testing understanding and
summarizing. And defending or attacking. And the middle two are the ones that
most productive chairpeople tend to use most."

Allen also tries to explain his concept of 'win-win,' that both parties in a negotia-
tion should be able to walk away with something. Bob considers the advice. They go
on to other matters.

Allen also meets with Carol on the preparations for the Sales Update conference.
He finds that she seems to be on top of things, that the event seems well planned and
well organized. She also seems to be controlling things well, with schedules, memos,
and follow-ups to keep things moving along.

As a reward to Carol for her excellent coordinative and facilitative skills, he gives
her yet another task - the job of representing the SBU's products at a trade show
coming up.
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Still later, Allen meets with Ollie. Ollie has been dealing with L-81 engineering
issues and helping Bob occasionally. The two discuss the status and future of the L-
81 project Then Allen asks for some help with another project.
'1want to see if it's feasible to adapt the L-81 into a down-scaled model that might

be suitable for low-end markets. It may be a revenue opportunity for us because we
don't currently address those low-end markets, as you know. This is really the
concept phase, so I'll need someone to put together a proposal and see how far we
can go with it." Allen looks at Ollie to see if he's interested.

"Sounds interesting," Ollie ventures. "Of course, the L-81 still takes up a fair
amount of my time."

"Uh huh."
''Well, it's just that there's an old Lebanese expression: If you cook two rabbits,

you're going to bum one of them."
"Ollie, you're Irish. Do you want the project?"
"Sure - the project sounds great."
Allen and his protege work out a schedule for the first tasks in Ollie's new project,

and Ollie leaves.

Allen and his boss meet to discuss the sBU plans and decide whether they're
comfortable with their number commitments. When they're satisfied with the
numbers, they decide to send the plans up the ladder.

"Another year, another plan," observes Allen.
"Making up plans is not why you're a valued member of this organization," his

boss points out. "Anyone can come up with a good plan. The trick is to implement
it"

Allen nods sagely.
When he finishes his round of status meetings and reviews with his staff members,

Allen feels comfortable that things are under as much control as they ever are. He
also has good feelings about his staff, in spite of - or perhaps because of - their
differences and idiosyncrasies. He retrieves a stack of phone messages from his
secretary and starts at the top ....

Night dreams. Allen is in the control tower for the sBU Air Show. Mary expertly
pilots a Cessna through loops and turns. Ollie stunt flies a World War I bi-plane,
scarf streaming from the open cockpit. Carol glides effortlessly and silently through
the air in a sleek glider. And Bob mercilessly bombs and strafes the far end of the
airfield with his World War II bomber.



CHAPTER 12: CAROL AND
ROSS - AUGUST

Carol finds herself chosen along with Ross to represent the SBU and its products at
a trade show in Las Vegas. AT&T is to have an enormous booth at the show. The
products from her SBU will be a small part of the display.

On the plane trip to Las Vegas they talk about Ross' new product, Falcon. He is
still quite excited about it. The team is doing mechanical engineering analysis and
working on a small prototype. They are also involved in simulating the operating
characteristics of the product using a large mainframe.

Ross has been to Las Vegas before; Carol has not. She is surprised by the barren
look of the area she sees as the plane approaches the airport. She is even more
surprised to find gambling machines in the airport.

"Catch you coming and going," says Ross. "You haven't seen anything yet."
The hotel is a Holiday Inn at the center of the Strip, a mile or so from the conven-

tion hall. Ross explains his choice. "For some reason this hotel doesn't feel so much
like Las Vegas. You can actually pretend you're somewhere civil- until you step
into the casino or out onto the strip.'The day before the show opens, Ross and Carol
check the AT&T booth and briefly wander around the exhibition hall to see which
other companies are exhibiting. Carol notices several companies with products that
compete with the ones in their SBU.

Ross loans Carol a book on Las Vegas gambling that explains the games, the odds,
and strategies. Some of the games she's familiar with, some of them are new. She
thumbs through the book, looking for games in which the odds seem favorable to
the player.

At dinner, Ross tries to let Carol know what to expect "Get plenty of sleep to-
night," he advises. '1t might be your last chance until the show ends. The show is a
good opportunity to talk to customers, prospects, and our own people - especially
account reps. It's a good two-way communication process - but it can be tiring."

After dinner they try some of the tables. Carol tries blackjack because the odds
seem to be less unfavorable than other games and because it seems that the player
has more controL She loses a little, wins it back, loses it again. She finds the game
somewhat exciting, but hard to justify. I'll take risks, she decides, but only when
they're more in my favor and only when I have more control over the situation.

In the morning Carol remembers Ross' advice and finds it hard to understand how
a show could be as demanding as he makes it seem. By four in the afternoon she
understands: her teet hurt; she has been smiling all day; she has eaten a hurried,
hectic lunch of expensive junk food in the exhibition hall; and she thinks that she
must have personally talked to at least half of the people in the entire telecommuni-
cations industry.
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She also finds it surprisingly stimulating. Prospects ask about current and future
products; she is able to ask about their needs and how those needs are currently
satisfied. Customers tell how they use equipment she is familiar with, and what they
like and don't like. And she is able to exchange information with other AT&T
staffers at the booth about how many of their products work together.

The show attendees are curious about AT&T's plans in some of the areas she
works in. She tries to remember what has been announced and what is still confiden-
tial. One man in particular, a gentleman with a smooth manner and a Mountain Bell
badge on, asks some particularly penetrating questions. Ross sees Carol in conversa-
tion and comes over, standing for a minute to listen to the conversation and then
suggesting that perhaps he might be able to handle the questions. Carol leaves
gratefully to get a drink of water.

Later Ross explains that the visitor was no gentleman but rather a competitor who
had somehow gotten a Mountain Bell badge and was looking for competitive
information. "Even if we don't tell him anything we shouldn't," Ross says, "he can
pick up a piece of information from us, then something from the people on the other
side of the booth, and so forth. As a company, we love to talk. As a result, maybe he
sees how we plan to apply a certain technology or bring a certain product to market.
It was just luck that I remembered the guy from the tour we took before the exhibits
opened." Ross had gotten rid of the visitor by asking for a business card. When the
card was not proffered, Ross started talking about the products in the visitor's own
booth, still without directly telling the visitor what Ross knew about the other's
identity. The visitor got nervous and left.

Carol is surprised. The incident makes her feel naive.

Carol decides to gather what information she can, wearing her own AT&T badge.
Some competitors give the badge a chilly reaction. Some are willing to talk politely.
Some treat the whole thing as an enjoyable game and welcome her as a representa-
tive of an honest competitor. She finds the last attitude refreshing - I guess it is just
a game, she thinks. She picks up competitive product literature to take back to the
office and share. Some of the exhibitors tell her they'll be over to see her booth.

Not only do customers and prospects seek information, but account reps are eager
to find out more about existing and unannounced products. The boundaries of what
she should and should not tell about product seem a little blurred here - after all,
these are players on her team.

An account rep dealing with Ameritech asks her about a possible enhancement to
the L-81. She says that it sounds to her like it wouldn't be much trouble to imple-
ment something like the rep is talking about Later the rep returns, saying that he's
talked to his account about the enhancement and could they pursue it further. Carol
is surprised to find out how a casual comment became a commitment. She hedges,
saying that she'll need to check things out when she returns to the office. She takes
his card.

Carol finds herself corralled into dinner with an account rep and a customer who
wants to talk about the L-81 and the L series. She enjoys the interchange, but again
wonders about the information she can and cannot give.



Carol finds that running in the morning on the racetrack next to Caesar's palace is
about the only time she has to herself. To accomplish this, she even has to fend off an
account rep who wants to join her for a jog and a discussion of the upcoming Sales
Update conference. Peace and quiet, she thinks. When this show is over, I must find
some peace and quiet

Carol and Ross visit some of the casinos on the Strip and downtown. She begins to
notice something: Even though gaming is supposed to be exciting and fun, most of
the players seem to take the whole thing seriously. She realizes why - it's the
chance to get something for nothing, to win big, to make it Is "something for
nothing" the real American dream, she wonders? Has she seen this attitude on the
floor of the show? By the end of the evening she is subdued.

On the way to the airport, after the end of the show, she is tired but enthusiastic
about the show. She feels that she has contributed to the sales effort and that she has
picked up a lot of valuable information. She feels that she understands her customer
better. All in all, she thinks, it was a worthwhile experience.

She asks Ross whether he doesn't find it ironic that the telecommunications
industry holds a show in Las Vegas. ''You know - the something-for-nothing
attitude, the (she remembers a Hunter Thompson book she once read) shark mental-
ity. How does that fit with what we're trying to do?"

''What are you talking about?" Ross shows his cynical side. '1t's perfect. Look at
the business you're in - hundreds of companies gambling billions of dollars a year
trying to make it. It's the biggest crap shoot in the world. What better place for the
show?

II And remember," he goes on, "not everyone plays the game the way you do. Not
everyone figures that hard work will get them their rewards. And not everyone
plays as ethically as you do - you saw our 'Mountain Bell' customer. You can do
business any way you want to - and I personally am comfortable with the way we
play - but never forget, it's a real world out there. Just like Las Vegas."

Ross buries himself in a science magazine. Carol leans back and looks out the
window. She thinks about the show and wonders if she will find herself in trouble at
home for that casual comment to the account rep about the L-81 - the comment that
turned into a commitment.

As the plane leaves Las Vegas, the clouds look to Carol suspiciously like stacks of
gaming chips. Over the Midwest she sees a more comfortable vision, chess pieces -
black and white, ordered, moving to a complicated but rational strategy. As they
near home, the clouds are simply clouds - appearing and disappearing as they will,
propelled by forces that are not rational and certainly not under anyone's control.
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CHAPTER 13: BOB - AUGUST

Bob tries to keep in mind Allen's advice as he prepares for and runs the next
product team meeting. He knows what some of the issues will be, and he calls a few
of the attendees beforehand to chat and sound them out about certain things.

The team members are surprised to get such a call from Bob. He even asks Lisa to
make some calls in the hopes of unblocking certain lines of communication.

One of the issues on the product team meeting agenda is a component for the L-8S,
a fan that the team is having a hard time settling on.
'1can't believe that, with all of the technology we have engineered into this thing,

we're hung up on a lousy fan," Bob is saying.
"It's not just any fan," Charlie Tappel from the Labs points out. "It needs to have a

high capacity, a low power draw, and a very high MTBF."
"What's the problem in finding a supplier?" Bob asks. Information seeking, he

thinks - good going.
Charlie replies, "One of our plants could do it But they can't - or won't-

commit to the delivery schedule we need. Plus Ihave some concerns about the price
they want to charge us."

"The price?"
"We're not getting any deal," says Charlie."What do you see as our other op-

tions?" Bob asks.
Charlie responds, 'We've got some engineering alternatives, you know. We could

modify the design slightly to lower the capacity requirement. Here's how we could
do that ..." He jumps to the white board. Other team members start to throw out
capacities and voltages. Bob raises his hand.

'Whoa - hold on a minute, guys. Remember the rule - no engineering in the
meeting. Dave, if you feel strongly that you've got an alternative, could you check it
and give it to us next week?"

Charlie reluctantly sits down, still looking at the half-drawn figure on the white
board.

"Do you see where I'm coming from?" Bob asks Charlie. "Do you understand why
we can't get into that kind of stuff at the meeting?" Testing understanding, he
thinks; I'm so proud of myself Icould spit.

Charlie understands.
"You know," points out Dave Campbell, "if we hadn't added that R-DEN feature,

we wouldn't have this heat dissipation problem and wouldn't have this fan prob-
lem," The R-DEN feature is Bob's baby, added especially for the Initial Customer
Application at illinois Bell.

Bob looks at Campbell, then loses his cool. To heck with Allen's 'defend/attack'
rules. "Lookit pal. We've made the decision. We're going with it. We're doing it.
There's no other way to go as far as I'm concerned. None. We will find a way to
solve the fan problem and we will find it within the next month!" Bob grits his teeth
and stares at Campbell. Great, he thinks. Back where Istarted. Idon't know how
Allen does it. "Got me?" Bob asks through clenched teeth. Ha! he thinks - testing
understanding.



In spite of Bob's outburst, he manages to keep things moving. The fan problem
will be solved - Bob will travel to the component plant to talk to the people there.

Bob goes over the plans for the lCA - the to-do list, dates, commitments.
Hannah, the software manager, asks about the entire product introduction proc-

ess. "Some of the other groups in Network Systems do things differently," Hannah
notes. ''For example, they might assign one manager just to handle what they call
'realization.' That manager would report to you, Bob, and handle a lot of the details
of development, manufacturing, and the ICA. They call the whole thing 'PRP' for
'Product Realization Process.'"
. Bob has heard of the process. He explains how the use of a PRP manager generally

depends on the scope of the product effort and on which organization you're in.
"We don't use PRP right now," Bob answers her. "Who knows - on the next
project, we might. It's an upper-level decision." Maybe the team is trying to dump
me, Bob thinks.

After the team works its way through the items on the agenda, Bob asks for final
comments or questions, thanks everyone, and closes the meeting. He asks Lisa to
write up the meeting minutes and action items for his review and for distribution to
the team members. He also delegates some correspondence to Usa and keeps some
of it to handle himself.Later on, Allen drops by and they discuss the meeting and
Bob's views on what happened.

Bob travels to the AT&T component plant where he attempts to hash out the issues
of delivery and price. The delivery issue is resolved. The price issue will need to be
escalated. Because the component plant is not part of Network Systems, Bob may not
be able to get the price he feels he should get. He'll have to ask Allen to shove the
issue up the ladder for resolution at a higher level.

Bob also travels to Chicago to see the site where his initial L-85 is to be installed.
He meets with the account team, with field engineering, and with the customer. As
he stands among the bays and racks where the first unit will sit, he realizes the
excitement and satisfaction he feels at bringing the product this far and having it
ready to actually go into the field. Bob's ability to express such feelings being what it
is, however, not even his mother would know how good he feels by looking at him
during this moment.

Bob's preparations with the customer go well. With the customer, Bob is courte-
ous, business-lilce, and always ready to listen. They go over the logistics necessary
for the lCA - what they'll need, who is responsible for what, when things need to
be done.

Bob's confidence and the account team's excitement over the ICA have the cus-
tomer feeling special, too. By the time he leaves Chicago, Bob is thinking that all of
the trials he's gone through over the past year and a half will be worth it if the ICA
turns out well and leads to a successful product introduction.
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Business travel. flight delays leaving O'Hare because of bad weather in the East.
Bob thinking: They can't do this; I've got work to get done. Bob haranguing the gate
counter clerk. Bob stewing in the airport, arriving home very late and very crabby.
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CHAPTER 14: CAROL, BOB,
ALLEN - NOVEMBER

The Sales Update conference kicks off in early November in Chicago. Product
management people, Labs people, and salespeople from all over Network Systems
attend to talk about current products and hear about future products. Many of the
most important products are on display in exhibit areas at the conference site. A
variety of sessions lets product management and account team folks exchange
opinions about what Network Systems is - and should be - doing.

Since Carol was one of the organizers of the event, she views the opening with
some apprehension. Everything appears to start off smoothly, however. At the
reception on the opening night, she has a chance to meet many of the people she has
talked to concerning the conference - speakers, panelists, and other contributors.
She also meets some of the account reps for whom she has answered questions or
provided resources during the nine months she's been on the job.

Near the ice carving that towers over the shrimp hors d'oeuvres in the ballroom
where the reception is being held, Carol meets one of the Labs people who has been
particularly good about helping with some of the arrangements for the Sales Update.
They exchange mutual congratulations on all of the work that went into the confer-
ence and comment on how useful the conference is as an exchange of information.
Carol suggests that the Labs person - Donny - must enjoy getting input from the
PM and sales organization about where the market is headed.

Donny looks away briefly. "Actually," he says, "I see the general flow going the
other way. The Labs generally has a better view than either the PM or sales organiza-
tion."

Carol is slightly puzzled by his comment. "Wait a minute," she replies, "it's the
account team and the product manager who are in day-to-day contact with the
customer."

"That may be true," Donny says. "But the market is technology driven. And who
knows better the direction of the technology than the Labs? And as far as the PM
organization goes, you all are too busy fighting fires and worrying about short-term
results to pay much attention.to the long term. Again, it's the Labs to the rescue. We
get paid to look at the long tenn."

Carol finds Donny's attitude somewhat condescending. But as she thinks about
her last year in the PM organization, she realizes he may have a point.

Her train of thought is interrupted by a passing account rep who stops to thank
Donny for help provided in a sales situation. "When they know that it's a product
out of Bell Labs, and when you guys come out and present it personally, that carries
a lot of weight. It helped the sale a lot."

Donny smiles archly and thanks the rep, who leaves. Carol picks up the conversa-
tion where they had left it. "As far as market direction, I'm not willing to yield," she
says. "Maybe the market used to be technology driven. Maybe you used to be able to
say, 'This is what we'll build and this is what you'll sell' - but I don't think that's
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true any longer. I think that the customer is the driving force in the market now.
And I think we're in trouble if we forget that."

Donny shrugs and reaches for another shrimp. "Look. You're understaffed most of
the time. You're in a panic mode. Why not admit that the Labs can see where we're
all going in the long term. When it's time to pull in the PM organization, we'll do
that. Leave it to us."

Carol stands there, trying to figure out how serious Donny is being.

On the other side of the ice carving, Bob Linderman talks to a couple of account
reps, one from the Midwest and one from the West Coast. The Midwest rep is
congratulating Bob on his acuity in adding the R-OEN feature to the L-8S. The West
Coast rep says that he's heard good things about the L-8S and asks about the feature.
Bob explains it to him.

"Dees that sound useful to you as far as your account is concerned?" Bob asks.
The West Coast rep is unsure. '15 it an option or a standard feature?" he asks.
Bob explains that it's a standard feature, and, in response to another question,

adds that it probably boosts the price of the L-85 by about 15 percent.
The West Coast rep shakes his head. '1'm not sure that's going to help out sales

where I come from," he says. "That feature may not be necessary - and the 15
percent puts me at a real competitive disadvantage."Bob and the reps discuss the
different situations on the West Coast and in the Midwest. Bob begins to become
slightly nervous about his decision on the R-OEN feature. During the rest of the
conference he sounds out various account reps on his pricing and feature strategy.

Fifty feet away from the ice carving, near the door so he can see and greet people
he knows from around Network Systems, Allen talks to a sales management friend.

" ...Just a real challenge," his friend is saying. ''Never seen anything like it in all my
years with the company. The customers .... My god - the operating companies will
tell you, 'Gosh, we'd like to buy from you, but we are going to give a certain amount
of our business to your competitors just to balance things out.' And they're serious!"

Allen nods understandingly.
IIAnd some of our customers are competing with us!" his friend continues. "Tell

me that doesn't complicate things. They're getting into markets that used to be ours.
So in one market, we're selling to an RBOC... And in another market, we're compet-
ing with the same RBOC. I tell you, it's crazy out there."

Allen turns the discussion to SMP - the Sales Management Process by which a
salesperson's objectives are determined. It's through SMP that a salesperson's
"percent to objective" is determined in the compensation plan.

Allen's friend has an opinion on that topic, too. "My guys are saying - and I can't
blame them - they're saying that if part of their salary is at risk, then they want to
see the PMs with part of their salary at risk. They want to make sure that someone
with nothing at stake isn't going to stick them with product that's not going to sell.
See what I mean?"

Allen says that he sees the friend's point of view.
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"Listen," the friend says. "While I'm bending your ear, I just want to say how
important it is to my people to be able to get through to someone in your organiza-
tion when they need information. I know you try to do a good job and that you all
have a lot of things going on all the time. But it drives my people nuts when they call
for up-to-date price information or something like that, and can't get in touch with
who they need. Or when they get the message center. My people feel that a slow
response could lose them a chance to get business ... and I have to agree with them."

Allen says he'll see what he can do.

Allen meets one of his peers, a staff member from Southgate, and pins him down
concerning a new paperwork requirement. "That's why we leave you there in
Mecca," Allen kids him, "to fend off that kind of stuff." Now it's someone else's turn
to say that he'll see what he can do.

Later, near a considerably diminished ice sculpture, Allen is talking to a different
sales manager. They exchange ideas about the L-60 and L-80 series. The sales man-
ager provides Allen with valuable input about how the products have been doing in
his areas, and the two discuss strategies for maximizing sales. Allen asks the sales
manager's opinion on some of the new products that are under development,
looking for feedback on features, pricing, and introduction strategies. Both men
leave the conversation appreciating the opportunity to get together.

The account teams are glad to get the information at the Sales Update but anxious
to get back to their customers. To accomplish this, Carol has helped plan the confer-
ence to be as fast-moving as possible. The attendees hear about successful strategies
for selling existing product, about new product, and about new technology coming
down the road. After two days of formal and informal information exchange, the
conference ends. The reps fly back to their offices to labor at meeting goals, quotas
and schedules.

Night dreams: After passing by the Marshal Field's Christmas display windows
on State Street, Allen dreams of little toy robots that communicate. Some are sim-
plex, wired for output only. Some are half duplex. Some are full duplex. 'Sokay,
thinks Allen. Takes all kinds to make a company.
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CHAPTER 15: BOB
-DECEMBER

By December, Bob's trial Initial Customer Application at illinois Bell is complete
and the results are in. In general, the L-8S performed very well, and the customer is
satisfied. The product team's next steps are to finalize arrangements for manufactur-
ing, sales, and distribution. Before the team can do those things, however, a few
issues remain.

The product team meets in early December.

" ...Generally very pleased with the results of the lCA," Bob is reporting. "The
writeup you have on the lCA results will be used - in a modified form - as a sales
aid."

"We found a few things we need to change," Bob continues. "1 think we've
addressed most of them in previous meetings as they were uncovered during the
ICA. The final list is on the agenda. I understand from Dave and Charlie that we're
already working on most of them."

Bob pauses. "That leaves one major issue - the R-DEN feature." He glances at
Dave Campbell, who successfully represses an urge to gloat. "While illinois Bell told
us the feature worked as they expected, and that they are happy with it, we have
some input that the feature might not be as attractive a sales feature as we had
originally thought." Bob turns to May Olinsky from sales. ''May, want to continue?"

May starts off, "The R-DEN feature was well designed and executed by the team
here, and it did perform its function of increasing the unit's ability to handle peak
traffic loads. illinois Bell loved it. Over the past few months, Bob and I have been
talking to other prospects about the feature, and it appears that different operating
companies have different reactions to it. Some need it, some don't. Those that don't
are going to balk at the premium price tag we're putting on the unit."

Bob takes over again. ''What this all means is that we have to make some choices.
One, we can leave the feature in and leave the price tag as it is. Two, we can leave
the feature in and lower the price. Three, we can make the feature optional. Four, we
can drop the feature altogether." He looks around the table. "Gentlemen and ladies,
your input please."

The team spends a couple of hours discussing the advantages and disadvantages
of the various options. There are manufacturing considerations - the lines have
been designed and configured assuming that the feature was to be standard. Making
it optional, or deleting it, will slip the first deliveries of product.

There are revenue considerations as well. The team does not want to give away the
feature by lowering the price - but neither do they want to lose sales because of a
price that's too high.

The sales issues revolve around the price at which the L-8S is perceived to be a
good value, and around the strategies of the competition. In addition, there is some



concern about whether the highly technical R-DEN feature will be too difficult for
the account teams to present and justify to the prospect.

Bob keeps the meeting running smoothly and productively, except for several
times when he finds himself cutting off a speaker out of impatience, and one minor
blow-up when he feels "attacked."

Later Bob meets with Allen to review the results of the meeting. The two men
finalize the strategy that has come out of the product team meeting and go over the
milestones involved in starting production and announcing the L-85 to the field.

At Allen's reminder, Bob also starts to prepare for the next year's MAP activities
- Management Appraisal Program. He starts to draft the objectives and accom-
plishments he will work toward in the coming year.

Business travel. The pilot running a grand slalom course between towering
thunderheads. Seat belt lights on. Bump and chop. Then breaking past the line of
storms, the entire frontal system stretching away from the northwest and southeast,
leaving the clouds behind.
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-JANUARY
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Toward the end of the year, Carol has taken additional responsibility from Mary
for the L-81. In addition to the sales support activity, she takes over most of Mary's
financial planning for the product. She sits in on the product team meetings and
chairs a meeting in January when Mary is out of town on other business. The meet-
ing runs smoothly up to the point where the team is discussing a manufacturing
change to the L-81...•

"Sure, we can do it," Art Wilson says. "We can do anything. But it's going to take
us six months to find and get the equipment we'll need."

Carol asks the reasons.
'The only supplier for that equipment is in Europe," Wilson asserts. "The toler-

ances you need are so close that it's really a specialty assembly operation. Only one
source for the equipment. Expensive, too."

Carol asks about the expense.
"Expensive. Hundred, maybe hundred and fifty thousand dollars." Art Wilson

stares at her impassively.
In the past Carol might have taken Wilson's word for the situation and dropped

the issue, or else - out of desperation - tried calling Wilson's bluff. This time she
pursues the issue."I1l take some more time to look into this further," she persists.
"Art, if you can check into alternative solutions to the assembly problem, I'll appreci-
ate it."

She gets the engineering member on the team to help with it. The issue becomes an
action item for the next meeting.

'10 the meantime," Carol continues, '111 see if I can track down any leads that
might help us address the problem." The problem, she thinks, is not so much in
information as in attitude - having the proper attitude to pursue the issue further.
She firmly believes that after some of her experiences during the past year. She's
confident that a solution to her assembly problem will appear, and that it will allow
her to reduce costs on the L-81.

The team moves on to other issues on the agenda.
Carol goes back to her desk to deal with the meeting minutes, the action list, and

the usual stack of phone messages. Later, she meets briefly with Allen to let him
know about the major issues from the meeting, to ask for any leads he might be able
to offer on the equipment she needs, and to confirm that her course of action was
reasonable.

Over the past six months, Carol has helped other product planners with either
sales support advice or financial analysis, depending on the strengths of the particu-
lar person. In return, she has been able to draw on their strengths in areas such as
manufacturing and engineering. Bob Linderman has turned out to be a willing
source of advice in the manufacturing area, somewhat to Carol's surprise. Ollie is the



person she depends on most for perspective on engineering and product develop-
ment. As she gains experience, though, Carol finds herself becoming less dependent
on the advice of others.

Late January turns out to be a satisfying few weeks for Carol. First, the rumor-
monger Ollie drops into her cubicle one afternoon. After spending some time telling
her how highly she's thought of by others in the SBU, he hints about increased
responsibilities and recognition. A week or so later, Allen confirms Ollie's prescience
by issuing a memo announcing a staffing shift. Mary is to take responsibilities in a
new area in the SBU, leaving Carol with primary responsibility for the L-8t.

Carol is pleased, of course. The taste of glory, however, is soon lost in the daily
routine of phone calls, meetings, travel, and paperwork. Part of that paperwork
involves preparing her MAP goals for the coming year.

Night dreams: Carol rolling the rock up the hill one more time, waiting for it to
roll back down. But this time - it stays put at the top of the hill!
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CHAPTER 17: BOB - MARCH

March: perfonnance review time. Bob and Allen meet in Allen's office to review
Bob's past year and preview the next one.

Allen has Bob's MAP document - MAP stands for Management Appraisal Pro-
gram. The document is in two parts. One part contains a list of responsibilities and
goals Bob created about a year ago, and against which he is to be judged. The
responsibilities include those that are standard and come with the job, as well as
those above and beyond the standard job description. In addition, Allen has asked
Bob to provide a list of other accomplishments not anticipated a year ago. These go
into the second part of the MAP document.

Allen has reviewed the goals and criteria in Bob's MAP document. He has pre-
pared his evaluation of how Bob performed his principal job, how he achieved the
special tasks he projected a year ago, and how he achieved accomplishments not
anticipated last year. Allen has spent some time thinking about how to present his
comments.

Allen and Bob sit down to discuss the MAP document and Bob's year.
"I think you certainly contributed a Significant amount to the SBU in the past year

in terms of your efforts in bringing the L-85 to the market. That was a major task,"
Allen observes.

"I also got good feedback on your ability to work with the account team and with
the customer. That's an important skill. And your ability to use your manufacturing
background to bring product to market and help achieve cost reductions is a real
asset to us. I think you did well in all of those areas," Allen offers.

Bob waits for the hammer to drop.
"I'd like to offer some observations on areas of your MAP where, in my opinion,

you could help your contribution to the SBU." Allen looks at the document and his
notes.

"We've discussed one of the areas during the year. I'd like to see you continue to
improve the way you deal with the team in a meeting situation."
'1know," Bob says. "Less railroading. Less haranguing."
"The whole win-win approach weve discussed," Allen adds. '1think you've

made good progress. Don't stop now."
"Being open to the input of others," Allen continues, "can help avoid problems

like the issue of the R-OEN. I think we've talked enough about that issue over the
past couple of months so that we don't need to go into it again now. That was the
major blemish on the way you brought the L-85 to market, in my opinion. As Isaid,
an otherwise fine job."

Bob is still waiting for the hammer to drop.
"Other than that, I think you did a good job with the rest of the matters on the

MAP. I have no problem with any of them. Anything to add? Any comments?"Bob
is surprised enough to have no comment.

''If not," Allen continues, '1et's look ahead. Iwant you to try to keep on top of the
strategy and tactics you'll need as the L-85 enters the growth and maturity phase
and leaves realization. Other than that, the goals and objectives you have listed for



--------

the coming year sound good." Allen looks again at the document for the current
year. '"Improving relations with the team.' That's good." The two continue with the
list of Bob's goals.

/I Are you comfortable with what we've discussed, and with what is in myap-
praisal?" Allen asks near the end of the appraisal.

Bob sees things more or less as Allen has stated them. He signs the MAP docu-
ment to indicate that he and Allen have discussed the appraisal. Allen does the
same.

As Bob stands to leave, Allen shakes his hand, thanks him for his contributions
during the past year, and says that he is looking forward to working again with Bob
in the coming year.

'Well," starts Bob hesitantly. He pauses. "Let me feed that back to you to see if I
understand your points," he jokes. "Besides, I wouldn't mind hearing some of that
again."

I
A warm spring day on the country roads outside the city. A Corvette with the top

off, streaking through the countryside, a flash of red against the green pines. A
driver in a good mood, a rJood that not even the thought of yet another 'IV dinner
waiting at home can suppress.
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CHAPTER 18: CAROL
-MARCH

Carol is curious to see what her first performance review will be like, but she still
feels nervous as she approaches Allen's office. Like exams in school, she thinks.

Allen starts with the responsibilities described or implied by Carol's job descrip-
tion in the MAP document ''You certainly provided product planning support in
your areas of specialty, both for the L-81 and to SBU planners working on other
products. You consistently supported SBU goals and objectives, and you handled
your day-to-day duties very capably."

Allen goes on to cover the other areas from her formal job description. Then Allen
looks up. '1 must say that, if I hadn't felt you were doing a good job with the L-81, I
wouldn't have kept giving you more and more responsibility for it."

He continues from the document ''What I see as a continuing challenge is devel-
oping your skills and knowledge in the technical area. It seems like the problems
you had earlier in the year have diminished. Are you more comfortable dealing with
those issues now? Do you agree that this is something that should be a continuing
goal for you?"

Carol says that things are better now, but agrees to keep working on it.Allen goes
on to call Carol a team player who seems to be good at getting things done. He
mentions her work on the Sales Update conference and the SBU plan as examples of
"special duty" that are especially appreciated.

'1n addition," Allen continues, '1've received feedback from the Labs and from
manufacturing. They both see you as easy to work with."

''Manufacturing said that?" Carol is suspicious, but Allen assures her it's true.
''Your goals for the coming year look good. I think our biggest challenge will be in

boosting revenue and reducing costs on the L-81. I think that will be an area that will
pay you back the most for your investment of time and effort this year."

"Other than that," says Allen, '1 have nothing much to add. I appreciate your
independence, but also your willingness to come in with a problem when you need
to. That way, I feel more confident that I know what's going on and that I'm not
going to get blind-sided by something big. And confident bosses are happy bosses,"
he observes.

Carol celebrates her appraisal with her husband at a favorite restaurant, a small
storefront known only by the name ''Elegant Dining" on the awning. The next day
she is on her way to Southgate to deal with a financial issue for the L-81.

Night dreams. The same airport, same people-mover she's been on before. But this
time it moves normally, and the other passengers getting on and off are co-workers
with whom she chats pleasantly as they move toward their destination.
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By April the SBU is finding out whether they can accomplish the numbers they
committed to the prior year. In addition, it's almost time to start the planning
process all over.

The SBU's contribution to date is up 15 percent over the previous year, five points
under their commitment. Allen is counting on the L-85 to add revenue in the last
half of the year as sales grow. In addition, Falcon may bring in some cash late in the
year as Ross whips his team into a frenzy of dedicated labor. Allen will count on cost
reduction programs currently underway to account for the remainder of the increase
in contribution he looks for.

It is Norm Harding's first week in his new job as product planner in Allen's SBU.
He will help Ross develop the Falcon. He and most of the rest of the staff members
of the SBU are gathered at the Coachhouse to observe the start of Norm's gainful
employment with the SBU.

Norm is impressed by the frankness and honesty of the other product planners.
He hears the usual ration of belly-aching - complaints about firefighting, no time
for proper planning, and so forth.

But Norm also hears some things that make him very excited. He catches the en-
thusiasm of Ross, still convinced that his product will change the world of telecom-
munications. He sees the respect accorded to relatively young staff members like
Carol. He realizes that he will be able to take all the responsibility he can handle.
That's fine with him because he likes a challenge and doesn't mind hard work to
achieve it.

As he talks to Carol, he gets an impression of the kind of satisfactions she gets
from the job - the chance to contribute, the chance to expand one's skills, the chance
to prove oneself.

Norm talks about sports and factories with Bob Linderman, and files away the
impression that Bob is the guy to go to for help with manufacturing. Norm thinks
that it is hard to tell what Bob likes about the job - maybe he likes to always have
an obstacle to overcome, a barrier to worry about. But he seems to enjoy making a
contribution also.

He talks finance with Mary, engineering with Ollie, and starts to feel comfortable
with his job choice.

The group checks out Norm, too. They hope that he will fit in - that he will carry
his load, be willing to pitch in when asked, and be flexible enough and adaptable
enough to respond to the demands they know will be placed upon him.

And, standing in a comer in the private room in the Coachhouse, Allen checks out
the entire bunch. He signals the server to make sure that he will receive the tab.
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MODULE CONCLUSION

Wrap-Up

The characters and events in this module are based on interviews with Network
Systems personnel in: 0 Product management

• TheLabs
• Sales
• MPPC
• Other AT&T organizations.

Please note that, even though we ascribe certain traits to the characters in the
novel, you mayor may not encounter people or situations like the ones portrayed.
We certainly do not intend to stereotype AT&T personnel, either product manage-
ment personnel or non-product management personnel. For example, we do not
mean to imply that Labs personnel or manufacturing personnel always act a certain
way. Our intent was to present situations and problems of the type encountered by
actual product managers and product planners.

If you have questions concerning how closely the processes and organizational
structures in the module match those in your immediate organization, check with
your supervisor. Processes which may differ include:

• The length of time involved in the decision process
• The organizational level at which certain decisions are made
• The amount of delegated work that comes "down the ladder"
• The amount of responsibility allocated to individuals of certain levels and

experience.
In addition, processes and procedures differ according to the product, the phase of

the life cycle, and the size of the SBU or the business unit.

In general, however, the events and situations in this module accurately portray
the job of the "typical" product planner in AT&T Network Systems.
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Ending Directions

After completing this module, complete Modules 1053 and 1054. Taken together,
the four modules of the 1050 Series present a thorough introduction to:

• The Product Management function, subfunctions, and tasks
• Many of the job characteristics of the Product Management function
• A view of your local Product Management organization
• A picture of your specific role in the Product Management organization.

Comments and Suggestions

Address comments or suggestions on any of the modules in this curriculum to:

Gerry Kaufhold
Department Chief
Product Management Training
AT&T Network Systems
475 South Street
Morristown, NT 07960

Phone: 201-631-7084
CORNET: 268-7()w

Producers

This module was produced by:

R. A. Svenson & Associates, Inc.
2100 Manchester Road, Suite 103
Wheaton, IL 60187
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GLOSSARY

The following acronyms and terms are used in this module:

A-V

O.c.

000
G&tA

lCA

ITCO

L-xx

Labs

LDI

MAP

MOl

MPPC

MTBF

OROA

PM

PRP

R-DEN

R&:D

RBOC

RFI
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Audio-visual

Department Chief

Document Development Organization

General and Administrative

Initial Customer Application

Independent Telephone Company

A fictional series of products from the SBU headed by Allen
Benedict

Bell Labs

Labs Design Information

Management Appraisal Program

Measured Operating Income

Materials Planning and Procurement Centers

Mean Time Between Failure

Operating Return on Assets

Product management or product manager, depending on context

Product Realization Process

A feature of Bob Linderman's product

Research and Development

Regional Bell Operating Company

Request for Information

~-----------------------------------------------------------------



RFP

SBU

SIPP

SMP

T series

Request for Proposal

Strategic Business Unit

Sales Inventory Production Planning

Sales Management Process

A fictional product series
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